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My Parrot, My Friend is a straightforward book that addresses a growing need for parrot owners
and their birds. When difficulties develop in the home, or a clash in avian and human natures
makes for unhappy birds and angry owners, many times the sad consequence is painful
termination of what could have been a long-term, joyful relationship. Happily, there is an effective
remedy and it lies in a program of behavior modification. That program is fully detailed in this
well-written, wonderfully detailed text. In addition, the text helps readers to find the right bird so
problems can be sidestepped altogether, and it explains which birds not to consider and why.My
Parrot, My Friend shows how parrots grow and develop, and how behavioral problems can start.
The book explains behavioral modification, how it works, and how to apply it in specific
situations. Case studies and an examination of pertinent issues add considerable interest to the
text. These and other special features make this one of the most indispensable reference books
you will ever use.My Parrot, My Friend is the first book to approach the subject in such depth for
the lay reader. It will make a significant difference in how pet owners view and relate to their birds
and will point the way to happy endings where once there were none.

Fabulous....the book has something for everyone, from Paleo to vegetarian. —
Examiner.comFrom the Back CoverDiscover what hundreds of thousands of people worldwide
have experienced—the incredible life-enhancing benefits of the clean program.New York Times
bestselling author of Clean and Clean Gut and leader in the field of integrative medicine Dr.
Alejandro Junger makes living clean easier than ever before. Clean Eats has every-thing you
need to enjoy delicious, nutritious, life-enhancing food every day. With practical tips and tools
and over 200 recipes, Clean Eats restores what rightfully belongs to you—your health, your
vitality, and your peace of mind.Clean Eats includes:Recipes from the Clean community,
including Gwyneth Paltrow, Kris Carr, Cameron Diaz, Orlando Bloom, Mehmet and Lisa Oz, and
Mark HymanThree program-based meal plans: a 7-Day Refresh, a 21-Day Cleanse, and a 21-
Day Gut CleanseRecipes for all types of eaters—vegans, vegetarians, and meat loversAbout the
AuthorAlejandro Junger, M.D., nació y estudió Medicina en Uruguay. Tras completar su
formación en Nueva York, se educó sobre la medicina oriental en India durante un año. Es el
autor de los libros bestseller Clean y Clean Gut y el fundador de Clean, una compañía de
bienestar que ayuda a las personas a vivir más de manera más sana. Vive en Los Ángeles con
su esposa y tres hijos.Read more
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7 6 5 4AcknowledgmentsThis book is not the sole product of its authors. Many who have not
had direct input are an integral, though perhaps unrecognized, part of such a project. Families
certainly qualify for this category, and for their support and help we are most grateful.Numerous
friends have provided support and encouragement when the going got rough. Those among
them who are also aviculturists were willing and welcome soundboards for ideas and concepts.
We deeply appreciate the clients who brought their parrots to Parrot Responsive to repair and
strengthen relationships with their birds. They are to be congratulated for their willingness to
seek a better way, and without them this book would not have been possible.Dr. Scott
McDonald, DVM, provided many of the photographs used in this book. His time and generosity
are deeply appreciated. Mr. Scott Schubot, director of The Avicultural Breeding and Research
Center, and his late father, Mr. Richard Schubot, also contributed photographs, for which we are
most grateful.Martha Vogel Lucenti supplied line drawings. In spite of her busy schedule as an
assistant art director of Country Living, and being a new wife, she once again came through with
flying colors. Our thanks to her.Many thanks to Diane Schmidt, noted photographer and
photojournalist. A number of her pictures appear in the text, illuminating not only the behavioral
modification process, but also the stunning beauty of parrots.To Dr. Irene Pepperberg of the
University of Arizona, our deep gratitude for the time she spent reviewing the manuscript,
despite her enormous teaching, research and lecturing responsibilities. Her comments were
invaluable; we are most appreciative of these, and of her kindness in helping us.To friend and
editor Seymour Weiss, many, many heartfelt thanks. No authors have ever been blessed with a
better editor. His belief in this book and its usefulness means more than words can ever
convey.We also wish to thank Dana Zaremba, facility manager for Parrot Responsive. She
functioned as friend, assistant and general factotum. Her willingness to help regardless of the
task, and her perceptiveness and respect for the parrots in training were invaluable. It is Dana’s



arm that appears in the parrot bite photograph in Chapter 2. And although she did not
deliberately offer up her arm as a sacrifice to provide an illustration for the book, her good humor
regarding the episode does her great credit!To all of these wonderful people we owe a debt of
gratitude, and emphasize that any errors are ours alone. Their support, criticism and friendship
have made this book possible in large part, and their contributions have been a real and material
blessing to us.And last, our thanks and gratitude to all the parrots who share our lives and the
lives of our readers. They have given us more than they know. They have taught us wonderful
things about how two species can share and grow together.Contents Foreword by Ramon P.
Noegel1. Introduction2. Which Parrot Is for You?3. How Do Parrots Grow and Develop?4.
Domestication and Discipline5. How Do Behavioral Problems Develop?6. Behavioral
Modification: What Is It and How Does It Work?7. How Do I Work with My Parrot?8. Behavioral
Case Studies9. A Miscellany of Issues References IndexForewordWould you like to join me
on a journey of discovery? We will explore a place where the ideas of yesterday’s parrot keeping
become obsolete, and a brand-new adventure of growth and happiness for you and your
parrot(s) replaces the routine of everyday existence. You may ask if there is such a place, what
has kept us from going there? Simple: the human assumption about what we call the way we’ve
always done things. Habits that have led us to believe our early conditioning with parrots were
right. We convince ourselves our way is best, based on the human ego that stubbornly resists
the inner voice that tells all of us there must be something better.There is nothing in Nature that
proves it cares more for the human species than other species. We may one day vanish as
quickly and as radically as thousands of other life forms before us. But whatever we have in
common with other living things, there is one peculiarity that is ours exclusively: We are the only
species in Nature working toward its own destruction. Until man addresses the problem of his
determination to cover the earth with his own kind, those who love and provide for parrots may
prove to be the only safe havens for such living works of nature’s art. Culturally speaking, there
are far more Rembrandts in the world today than there are certain species of parrots (e.g., the
Spix’s macaw). An artist may reconceive the beauty and genius of a work of art though its first
material expression be destroyed, but when the last individual of a race of living things breathes
no more, another Heaven and another Earth will have to be created before such a one can be
again.Interaction with living things is a basic human instinct, which, when rediscovered and
encouraged, allows the genuine self to let the magic of the universe flow freely. By doing so we
consciously touch other life forms with feelings of good intentions, sincere respect and a
willingness to help. It is only then that we are able to contact all forms of life pleasantly, with
consideration, with the heart of a helper and the mind of a student.It is difficult for today’s parrot
enthusiasts to grasp the realization that only three decades ago we did not even have books
dealing with the very rudimentary requirements of keeping a pet parrot alive and healthy. In the
last twenty-five years many informative writings have been published, each giving the author’s
singular method of husbandry; but in each I have noticed the most important ingredient was
wanting. It was often skirted, ignored or passed over. At best it was hinted at and then only from



the human standpoint.But at last it has come!The authors have parted the veil of mystery with
this new, innovative and thought-provoking text. Finally, we are allowed, no—compelled, to look
into the very heart of that obscure nature of the unseen relationship that exists between a parrot
and its human.They have dared to throw down the barriers of taboo—the same disallowance
that has made advancement in any field a laborious task for the few possessed of Creative
Impulse. To those who will not listen, such inspiration does not speak. This presupposes man’s
superiority. It results in stunted personalities void of the joy experienced from free, uninhibited
communication with all Life. Thoreau defined this when he wrote “All things do exist in mutual
relationship to one another.”For the reader to proceed let us consider two points: First, that
human beings all over the earth have this curious idea that they ought to behave in a certain way,
and cannot really get rid of it. Second, that they do not in fact behave that way; if they know the
rules of nature, they break them. Acceptance of these two facts provides the foundation of all
clear thinking about ourselves and determines our reaction to fellow living creatures whose right
to exist should be as obvious as our own. This is the truth all highly evolved cultures have come
to recognize. It separates us from the troglodyte consciousness still evident in today’s modern
world. They are often the insentient beings we encounter, those who cannot give or receive
loving feelings, yet long to do so.In this monumental work, the authors have presented us step-
by-step workable principles to arrive at what the ancient Chinese called the Tao: The Way, in
which the universe goes on, The Way in which things everlastingly emerge into space and time.
It is The Way every caring person evolves in imitation of cosmic progression, harmonizing
feelings to that great exemplar of selflessness. Those who know the Tao can hold that to call a
parrot delightful is not simply to recognize a psychological fact about one’s own emotions at the
moment, but to discern a quality that demands a certain response whether or not we make it.
Einstein called this cosmic religious feeling and emphasized its importance, “In my view, it is the
most important function of art and science to awaken this feeling and to keep it alive in those
who are receptive to it.” Some parrot keepers appear only partially awake to this very necessary
feeling.After fifty rewarding years of an ongoing romance with parrots of every type, it is my
opinion the authors have reached the highest peak of awareness in their presentation, and, if
read and experienced, promises to lead the serious psittacine student into a richer and far more
rewarding relationship with parrots, and, for that fact, with all life everywhere.Ramon P.
NoegelFounder and Director of LifeFellowship Bird Sanctuary1IntroductionThe purpose of this
book is to help people and parrots mend and strengthen existing relationships and to facilitate
optimum development of new relationships.Parrots are wild animals. Whether wild-caught and
imported or domestically bred and hand reared, parrots today are at best only three or four
generations away from 35 to 38 million years of wild inheritance. The earliest known parrot fossil
was found in England and consists of fragments of the end of the tarsometatarsus (analogous to
the arch of the foot in humans). Parrot fossils from France are approximately 26 million years old,
and Australian psittacine fossils have been dated at between 17 and 26 million years. Fossil
records from Africa belonging to the Pliocene period (1.5 to 7 million years ago) have been



identified. And South American parrot fossils found thus far appear to have made their debut
about 1.5 million years ago.Parrots have been around a very long time, and if current
hypotheses formulated by paleontologists such as Bakker, Paul and Horner are correct, all birds,
including parrots, are the direct lineal descendants of dinosaurs (Bakker 1986; Horner 1988;
Paul 1988).Although the parrot is a creature that seems comfortable with people, adapting well
to a family setting, its long evolutionary history has equipped it superbly to survive in its range
countries. Instinctive and learned behaviors acquired in the wild allow the parrot to forage, attract
a mate, defend the nest and its young and escape predation. However, these skills are not
necessarily an asset in domestic surroundings, but may become a liability to the relationship of
the bird and its human companions in situations the parrot perceives as threatening. In such
cases, instinctive and learned behavior may be used in maladaptive ways, leading to serious
behavioral problems such as fear biting, perseverative screaming, feather mutilation and sexual
aggression. (Perseverative behavior is behavior that is meaningless and repetitive.) In the
breeding situation, such birds may destroy eggs and young.A mated pair of Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoos (Cacatua leadbeateri) display to each other. Aviculture Breeding and Research
CenterThis book will explore the psychology of psittacine behavior, the development of
maladaptive problems and how they can be changed through behavioral modification. Parrots
are highly intelligent birds with evolutionarily developed flock behavior, which makes them ideal
as companion animals for many people. If one recognizes the concept of “another” intelligence:
an intelligence different from but parallel to human intelligence, finely honed to allow survival and
social interaction, then one becomes aware of the possibility of a mutually beneficial interface of
two separate systems—human and psittacine.In addition, parrots seem to be at the beginning of
the road to domestication. This is especially true now that very few imported exotic birds will be
available in the pet trade. Soon, anyone wishing to own one of these delightful birds will be
obtaining a parrot bred and hand reared in civilization. It is inevitable that some selective
breeding will occur, either intentionally or not, for personality traits desirable in a companion
animal. (Although this is not a consideration, or even desirable, for the captive propagation of
endangered species whose progeny will eventually be the subjects of reintroduction into their
range countries, a sweet-natured bird is much in demand as a family companion.)Two Ebook
Library parrots demonstrating self-inflicted foot injuries. Scott McDonald, DVMHowever, it will be
many years before parrots (excluding budgerigars and cockatiels) can be considered domestic
in the sense that a cat or dog is domestic. They may always retain their aura of the exotic, the
mysterious, the pagan. This is probably part of their appeal. Perhaps we wish to live with these
birds because by living with the unknowable, we attempt to make it knowable, thereby
possessing, being a part of it, controlling it. Or perhaps we recognize, on some atavistic level,
that these birds were our companions when we had not yet descended from the trees in some
African forests.But for the present, our parrots are wild. They relate to us because they wish to,
not because it has been bred into them. A good relationship with a parrot will always be one of
mutual agreement, never of the owner and the owned. The term owner, as used in this book,



implies “guardian”: one who protects, defends, preserves, champions. A parrot’s “owner” is that
bird’s patron and mentor, never its enslaver or conqueror.Providing the insight and skills to deal
successfully with birds requires not a cookbook approach, but a thorough grounding in the
concepts that govern behavior and its modification. Each parrot is highly individual, despite the
general characteristics for its species. Further, parrots do not develop problems in a vacuum, but
in settings containing many variables. These variables include the relationships of their humans
with each other, as well as the individual and collective relationships of those humans with the
parrot.The authors feel that basic knowledge of family dynamics theory is germane to the study
of psittacine behavioral problems. It contains striking parallels that may be used with good effect
in understanding and modifying problems. We wish the reader to understand that we are not
saying that parrots are little people. We are saying that humans and parrots share social traits
that, when understood, provide a framework the owner can use effectively to create a mutually
satisfying relationship with an avian companion. And that further, this approach will provide a
satisfying, happy life for the parrot. The mutually beneficial interface of the human/canine and
human/feline systems is so accepted that no one questions it. The mutually satisfying,
advantageous meshing of human/parrot systems is still viewed as somewhat serendipitous, a
“gift of the gods,” as it were, or dependent on the “animal magic” possessed by the fortunate and
gifted few. Nothing could be further from the truth. There is no sorcery or witchcraft involved in a
good relationship with one’s parrot. Rather, it is the natural flowering based on principles that
govern all relationships, whether they be with other people or with animals.The application of
good parenting skills to the socialization of the newly weaned parrot is a very sound way to effect
the beneficial functioning of the people/parrot system interface to which we refer. Because of
this, consideration of such principles will be reviewed to explore their specific applicability to
“bringing up baby.”Many avoidable problems arise between birds and people because often
individuals acquire one of these intelligent animals as a companion, not realizing the degree of
emotional and physical care they require. They do not understand that disciplinary techniques
used with dogs, for example, are not only inappropriate with birds, but absolutely
counterproductive. For instance, hitting a biting parrot with a newspaper is abusive. It is not
understood by the bird in terms of cause and effect. And it will inevitably lead to severe
emotional trauma, escalated aggression or complete withdrawal.Prospective parrot owners
need to know which parrot will fit their needs and lifestyles. They should have basic knowledge
of what to expect from a hand-reared parrot, as opposed to a wild-caught bird. An
understanding, for example, of a parrot’s need to chew—and appropriate ways to satisfy this
need—will prevent much distress and thousands of dollars’ worth of damage to household
furnishings and equipment.Collectively, the authors have many years of experience with parrots:
as pet owners, breeders and professionals working with parrot behavior problems. Experience in
family counseling techniques and human growth and development have also been a part of our
background and have contributed to the approach and philosophy that guides our work with
these birds. The authors hope to provide the reader with sound basic concepts applicable to



parrot psychology and behavioral problems. In this way, each person will be able to decide what
will work best with his parrot in his own unique situation, rather than being confronted with a list
of “how-to’s” that may or may not be applicable to the specific situation. A good comparison
would be the old saying, “Give a man a fish and he will eat today. Teach him how to fish and he
will eat for a lifetime.”To this end readers will find a broad range of material presented for their
information and use. We will discuss the general personality traits of parrot species commonly
kept as pets, as well as an overview of genus characteristics. The concept of pair-bonding and
its importance to the parrot/human relationship will be explored. What a domestically bred, hand-
reared parrot is—and more important, what it is not—will also be included.The principles of
behavioral modification and their application to parrots with maladaptive problems will be
covered, as well as an overview of various accepted approaches and specific techniques that
may be helpful. Specific techniques will often be presented within the context of case studies
that will cover the parrot’s presenting problems, a history of bird and owner, an analysis of
problem development, creation of a modification protocol and follow-up. In this way, the reader
will be able to understand how specific techniques appropriate to particular situations are
developed for the individual.We will also include material to help the reader understand how
parrots grow and develop intellectually, socially and emotionally, and parrots’ use of speech
(both cognitive and imitative) will be discussed. These topics will be presented against a
background of cognitive ethology, as well as experiential observation and anecdotal
evidence.Throughout the book, various topics will be examined as they relate to parrots in the
domestic setting. Discussion of the use of psychotropic drugs to modify problems of sexual
aggression and perseverative behavior will be included, and ethical considerations of such
approaches (still not common) will be examined. The issues involved with an owner’s decision to
place his parrot in a breeding program as a last resort to refractory problems will be addressed.
This is important because of the moral imperative to manage the existing captive gene pools of
various species as well as possible, given the need to propagate these birds in captivity. Unless
good genetic flock health is maintained, captive breeding will only postpone extinction, not
prevent it. The breeder/seller of parrots also needs to examine his responsibility in placing birds
in suitable homes. Issues such as educating prospective owners about what these birds require,
the responsibility involved and species-specific personality traits will be included. All these
issues will probably raise more questions than answers, but on such questions are new
directions and solutions formulated. This is good and necessary and can only benefit the parrots
who rely on us, as do children, for the best quality of life that we are able (and morally obliged) to
provide them.A Greater Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita galerita) fluffs its feathers
before preening. Avicultural Breeding and Research Center2Which Parrot Is for You?It is not my
goal to hurt you...This writing is attributed to an African Grey Parrot named GoTizo. Her name, in
the native lanugage of the African region from which she comes, means “Voice of Human.” The
entire piece is titled “Do Parrots Talk?” Diane Schmidt“But no one ever told me these things.”
Often those who have acquired parrots as companions make this statement, sometimes in



amused chagrin, sometimes in disappointment. Parrots are among the finest companions, but
only for those who have “done their homework.” Having a good relationship with a parrot requires
that the would-be owner investigate which of the 350-some species of this tribe will best fit his
lifestyle. It also requires that the owner make the necessary commitment to the bird’s emotional
as well as physical health. Owners must recognize that even though the parrot is tame, even
perhaps hand reared, it is not domestic in the sense that a cat or dog is. Parrots are intelligent
creatures with a wild genetic heritage that have learned to adapt, with varying degrees of
success, to the domestic setting.This chapter is intended to help the reader make the necessary
choices and decisions about acquiring a parrot as a companion. Knowing beforehand what a
mutually enjoyable relationship with a parrot entails is the best way to ensure the desired results.
These results can rarely be achieved when a bird is bought on impulse, or with the mistaken
notion that it is a “low-maintenance” pet.WHAT MAKES A PARROT A DESIRABLE PET?Parrots
carry with them an element of mystery. Living in close proximity with an essentially wild animal
provides a sense of closeness with nature that is increasingly rare in urban society. Parrots,
indeed all birds, have incredibly ancient lineages. They are probably direct lineal descendants of
dinosaurs, making them modern dinosaurs. The eyes of birds seem to reflect an ancient
wisdom, a “collective consciousness” at which we geologically young humans can only guess.
There is so much we do not know about parrots.The beauty of most parrots is undeniably an
important factor in their desirability as pets. Many also have a characteristically regal bearing
that enhances plumage and displays it to perfection. The marvelous color combinations
possessed by parrots are a direct and dramatic contrast to the often drab colors of our native
songbirds. It is interesting that even among dedicated birdwatchers, there is often much more
excitement at having spotted a scarlet tanager than a dun-colored cowbird. People are visually
drawn to dramatic colors.The fact that all birds possess feathers also draws people to them.
Feathers imply flight, which always fascinates us. The power of flight confers a lifestyle so
different from our earthbound one that we can only guess at what it must be like. Birds live in the
midst of this mystery. By sharing our lives with them, we vicariously experience something of a
lifestyle that will always be impossible for us to achieve.Parrots are extremely intelligent. As with
dogs or cats, this makes them very attractive as companions and friends. It has been stated by
those who work with parrots on the behavioral/learning level that they may possess the
intelligence of a five-year-old child. Other researchers opine that parrots may be at least equal in
intelligence to whales and dolphins. Parrots, jays and crows are generally acknowledged to be
the most intelligent of all birds, and even have some concept of numbers—a concept that is
difficult even for chimpanzees and gorillas to grasp.Most people associate the ability to mimic
with parrots and believe that this is their most important characteristic. Although many parrots do
have the ability to mimic, not all do so. Even within the species known for outstanding talking
ability (African Grey Parrots, Yellow-Naped Ebook Librarys, Blue-Fronted Ebook Librarys, Yellow-
Fronted Ebook Librarys and Double Yellow-Headed Ebook Librarys), this ability varies
tremendously among individuals. While this is accounted for in part by the bird’s genetic



predisposition to talk, it is also dependent to a large degree on the bird’s experience in its
domestic setting. Additionally, it may no longer be accurate to speak of the parrot’s ability to
“mimic” Many who have long and close relationships with their birds commonly report that their
parrots use cognitive speech. In other words, the bird knows what it is saying and uses speech
appropriately on many occasions.The work of Dr. Irene Pepperberg with Alex, an African Grey
Parrot, has demonstrated beyond any doubt that some birds, at least, have the ability to learn
concepts and employ them appropriately in the majority of cases. Naturally, to know that one’s
bird may be able to communicate on a deeper level than mere mimicry is a compelling reason to
share one’s life with such a parrot. However, as fascinating as this potential is, it is far better to
have a parrot with a steady, affectionate nature. If the bird also talks, so much the better. “Pretty
is as pretty does!”In some ways, parrots can become our mirrors, although we are usually not
aware of this on a conscious level. Nevertheless, this phenomenon exists. For example, we have
noticed many times that when people have the good fortune to live with a happy, healthy parrot
in a state of mutual enjoyment, these same people also have good relationships with their
children. They seem to have related in the same way to their birds as to their children, with the
same happy results!The companionship of parrots is a gift from them to us. Not genetically
programmed to give us their friendship or loyalty, nevertheless, many, many of them do. This
offering should not be undervalued or trivialized. To have a friendship with such a bird means a
conscious commitment on the owner’s part to return the same degree of loyalty, trust, concern—
all of the components that nurture a satisfactory relationship. Individuals who ignore this truth
forfeit their parrots’ friendships. Comradeship with a parrot is never a question of the owner and
the owned. It is always an alliance based on mutual agreement and trust.The issue of status
should be mentioned in connection with parrot ownership. Buying a parrot because it is “macho,”
expensive, rare, amusing or different is irresponsible. The same can be said of acquiring one as
an ornament. These birds are intelligent, sentient creatures whose lives have intrinsic value to
themselves, aside from any other attribute they may possess that makes people want them.
True, people do purchase parrots for the wrong reasons—their rarity and expense is sometimes
used to proclaim the economic status of their owners—but the parrot acquired for such reasons
inevitably experiences emotional and physical tragedy. Parrots are not throwaways, to be
possessed because they are “trendy.” The only true justification for sharing one’s life with any
animal is the honest desire to provide enhanced quality of life through commitment to its
emotional and physical well-being.EXPECTATIONS: THE WILD-CAUGHT PARROT VS. THE
DOMESTICALLY BRED, HAND-REARED PARROTThe person wishing to acquire a parrot to
share his life has two sources from which to choose: the wild-caught import market and the
domestic market. As conservation of parrots in their range countries assumes increasing
urgency, the availability of imported birds has waned. And as advances in husbandry and health
care make it possible to breed exotic birds with increasing success, breeders are producing
more domestically bred, hand-reared parrots. To be sure, a hand-reared parrot youngster has
the potential to become a better pet than a wild-caught bird that may already have been fully



adult at the time of capture and is thus much less amenable to learning the skills necessary for
happy adaptation to life in a family setting. However, when discussing the companion potential of
the hand-reared bird, certain limitations must be recognized, since most people have unrealistic
expectations of such a parrot. The following is a discussion of what can and cannot be expected
of both wild-caught and domestic parrots.Let us first talk about the wild-caught parrot. This bird,
as the term obviously implies, has been trapped in its range country by a variety of methods and
sold to a broker, who in turn sells the bird to an importer in the United States or other country to
which the bird is not indigenous. There are serious ethical and moral issues surrounding such
practices, and these have been addressed and corrected by federal legislation as well as by
international treaties such as CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Flora and Fauna).Although it can be very difficult to gentle a wild-caught parrot, it is not
impossible to do so; indeed, some of these birds have become dear companions, flourishing in
the family setting. It is far more common, though, for the owner to find that he does not possess
the time, skill, patience and physical courage to effect such a result. To teach a wild animal to
live in the unfamiliar surroundings of captivity requires change, on the part of bird and owner,
and since the experiences involved in change are frequently painful and inconvenient, it may
seem, at least in the short term, more pleasant and less trouble to avoid them. As a result, the
parrot often lives a solitary life in its cage, ignored and poorly cared for, as its humans lose
interest in a creature whose sole aim in life appears to be aggression and hate.This is not to say
that all individuals who purchase a wild-caught parrot will experience this. Those who have had
great success in helping such a bird become a happy, outgoing avian friend state that they
would not have missed such an experience for the world. The bonding that occurs between
parrot and human in such a circumstance is unique and cannot be duplicated with any other
companion animal. Nevertheless, it is not recommended that those other than the extremely
experienced ever attempt to gentle a wild parrot. The potential for serious damage to both bird
and person is too great, and the chance of success far too small, to justify such an
undertaking.All of the foregoing logically leads us to the question of the hand-reared parrot.
Such birds are imprinted at birth, or shortly thereafter, on humans. If the bird has been reared by
a human surrogate from the moment of hatching, it will have never known others of its kind,
unless it had clutchmates that were also being hand reared. If the baby was removed from the
nest for hand rearing between three to four weeks of age, the same imprinting occurs. Because
the bird has not learned defensive responses toward humans as a baby, it readily accepts
companionship with people. So the parrot will never bite, right? It will never pick its feathers, or
pull them out, or mutilate itself, right? It will never scream like a wild bird, right? It will never
become aggressive when it matures sexually, right? Wrong!!!!And hereby hangs the tale
concerning the domestically bred bird: It is tame, but not domestic. The mere fact that it was
bred in captivity does not mean it is a domestic animal It merely means that the bird is tame
when it is weaned and sold as a companion. It does not mean that the bird will stay this way.
Three or four generations of captive breeding will not erase 35 or 40 million years of wild genetic



heritage. What domestic breeding does mean is that the parrot has the potential, given informed
human companions, of remaining a delightful pet all its considerably long days. However, if the
bird’s owner does not apply knowledge, caring and sound behavioral psittacine psychology, the
bird will not only fail to fulfill its companion potential, but will usually revert to wild behavior
(especially at sexual maturity), and subsequently develop serious behavior problems. A wild
animal capable of inflicting injury can become a safety risk if it has no fear of humans. Hand-
reared parrots have no fear of people.Which of these two African Grey Parrots is imported/wild-
caught, and which domestically bred and hand-reared? The bird on the left is wild and is about
three days into his “petting” work. When working with such birds, we must be cautious, yet not
allow ourselves to be manipulated into backing off by the threatening posture. The other Grey is
co-author Thom Qualkinbush’s personal pet. Here, she illustrates that she’s aware of her own
wild heritage and is the emotional support her wild counterpart needs. Diane SchmidtThere are,
of course, many species of parrots that, because of their genetically determined temperament,
are more docile and less inclined to extreme independence and aggression. Nevertheless, it is
appropriate and necessary to outline here the Golden Rules for “bringing up baby.” Acquiring a
cuddly, newly weaned parrot and bringing it home is just the beginning. Observance of the
following guidelines will help immensely in developing a good, long-term relationship with your
hand-reared parrot.The reader may, at first glance, feel that such guidelines are too stringent for
use with a very young parrot. However, remind yourself that you will be dealing with a highly
intelligent animal with a tremendous capacity to learn, and an innate desire to fit in comfortably
with its flock—in this situation you, your family and your other pets. Additionally, consider that
you would never bring home a new kitten and neglect to teach it to use a litter pan because it
was “too young.” You would never purchase a puppy and wait until it was “old enough” to
withstand the rigors of being taken outside to accomplish elimination. Firm, loving guidelines
must be set for all young animals in order to allow them to learn what is expected of them in the
domestic setting. It is much easier to prevent potential problems than to correct them once they
have become established, maladaptive behavior. The following guidelines will sometimes vary
for different species and individuals, but are generally applicable to most parrots.GUIDELINES
FOR HANDLING A NEWLY WEANED PARROT1. Purchase a waist-high training stand
immediately. This will be money well spent, and an invaluable training tool.2. Make sure the
parrot’s primary flight feathers are clipped by someone competent to do so.3. Bring the bird
home, place it in its cage and let it adjust to cage, surroundings, family members and other pets.
The time this takes varies with the individual bird. One to four days is usually enough. Do not
spend too much time with the parrot too soon (see #5 below).4. The first time the bird is allowed
out of the cage, limit the time. This reduces the stress the parrot may feel at first. It also
establishes from the beginning that you are in control, as expressed by the fact that you
determine when the bird is returned to the cage.5. Do not initiate routines with the bird that you
will be unable to continue. For example, if you will not always be able to take the parrot out of its
cage immediately after you arrive home from work, do not do it just because the parrot is new to



your household.6. Do not open the cage door and let the bird come out, climb to the top of the
cage or go back into the cage by itself. The bird must learn that you are the one to determine
when and if these activities are to be allowed. Therefore you must be the one to place the parrot
where you want it to be. This establishes you as the person in control of the relationship just as a
parent does with a child.7. Once the parrot has been removed from its cage, hold it on your hand
for a brief period before proceeding to other activities with it.8. Do not allow the parrot to bite,
even playfully. This includes nibbling. Birds do not discriminate, at least at first, between
inanimate objects and tender flesh. Further, the parrot must never be allowed to view the use of
its beak on a person as acceptable behavior, no matter what the circumstances.9. Do not allow
the parrot on your shoulder for at least a week after it is home. Some parrots should never be
allowed on the shoulder.10. Do not allow the bird on your shoulder unless you place it it there.
Remove it when you choose the time for this.11. Teach the parrot to come on and off your hand
or arm on command.12. Do not allow the parrot to roam the floor. This presents a safety risk for
the bird and encourages it to set its own rules for what it will or will not do, giving the parrot, not
you, control of situations.13. Introduce the parrot to as many new foods as possible. Fruits,
vegetables and most human foods are fine, but avoid junk food, foods high in fat, and alcohol.14.
Do not introduce the parrot to seed if this has not already been done. Later on, it can be used as
an occasional treat.15. Set aside time each day as playtime, in addition to training time.16. Start
setting behavior guidelines for your new parrot as soon as possible. This establishes what is
expected of it at the outset and prevents undesirable behavior from becoming hard-to-break
habits.Note the submissive posture of the Umbrella Cockatoo (Cacatua alba) on the right. The
submissive mode is the behavior to look for when taming a parrot. It’s quite natural for parrots to
assume either a dominant or submisssive role when socializing. Many people feel guilt if their
parrots seem to appear submissive. A more productive and positive attitude is to respect the
parrot’s submission to your dominance. This is when the parrot is most receptive to physical
contact. Diane SchmidtAn Ebook Library parrot with properly cliped wings. This parrot will not be
able to gain altitude but will be able to flutter safely to the floor if it should attempt to fly from
cage or training stand. Scott McDonald, DVMFailure to properly clip this African Grey Parrot’s
wings caused it to fall and fracture its breastbone. Scott McDonald, DVMACQUIRING ADULT,
PREVIOUSLY OWNED PARROTSOften one will be tempted to rescue a parrot that has been
found in less than ideal circumstances, or purchase a bird from someone who no longer wants it.
This last can be especially tempting because the price asked is frequently below what one
would pay a pet store or breeder. In either case the reader should understand both the potential
hazards and drawbacks and the fact that it usually makes no difference whether the parrot was
originally hand reared or wild caught relative to problems you may encounter.The difficulty in
taking on such parrots is that more often than not, they have serious problems. Occasionally,
there may be legitimate truth to the seller’s explanation that genuine health problems preclude
continued ownership of the parrot. It is more than likely, though, that the bird screams
incessantly, picks its feathers or has become aggressive.Often the parrot’s problems have been



created unwittingly by a well-intentioned but misinformed owner, and changing these behaviors
can be frustrating and expensive. Indeed, the would-be new owner’s chances of successfully
altering such behaviors without professional help is very slim in the majority of cases, especially
since the sheer size of some of the large parrots greatly magnifies their problems.Compounding
the problem is the fact that these intelligent birds are often skillful con artists. What you see is not
always what you get. Behaving with utmost charm and sociability during a first encounter, they
may, upon arriving in their new homes, change into convincing copies of the devil incarnate.If
you feel compelled to acquire such a bird, seek professional help as soon as you get the bird
home, for unless you are extremely skilled in working with parrots such as these, you are almost
certainly doomed to failure. This is sad for the new owner but a tragedy for the bird, for its future
will consist of being shuffled from place to place, never having a chance to learn better ways of
relating and experiencing the pleasure and security of a good rapport with people.CHILDREN,
ADOLESCENTS, YOUNG ADULTS AND PARROTSParrots are not throwaway playthings.
Probably the most important factor in keeping a parrot emotionally healthy is routine provided by
a consistent caretaker. This ensures stability of diet, hygiene, schedule and handling. Children,
adolescents and young adults cannot provide this. Parrots need stability. This cannot be
stressed too strongly.For the obvious reason given above, children and parrots do not mix.
Understandably, parents want to give their children experience with the animal world. Often, a
large component of this desire is to “teach the child responsibility.” If you feel a pet is a
necessary part of your child’s learning and growing process, a cat or dog is a much better
choice. In fact, it is the only responsible choice. Children are unable to reason in adult ways (for
example, cause and effect) until they are approximately four years old. Parrots cannot reason
that a child is physically more fragile than an adult. The sudden gestures and loud exclamations
and vocalizations of children are often interpreted by parrots as serious threats, and they will
frequently react by biting (no matter how tame). Potential harm to the child from even the most
friendly parrot is not worth the risk. The potential harm to the parrot, both physically and
emotionally, are not worth the risks, either.Misinformation creates the erroneous belief that
because a parrot is tame, it is domestic, in the sense that cats or dogs are domestic. Parrot
owners who believe this also believe that their birds would never inflict damage on them or their
children. When a child then places the parrot in a threatening situation and the bird retaliates,
the parrot is then labeled as untrustworthy and dangerous. We contend that such unrealistic
attitudes lead to tragedies for both child and bird.We are reminded of an incident that could have
had terrible consequences. The parents of a two year old had several large parrots, among them
a macaw. On one occasion, the child inserted her hand into the macaw’s cage, and it bit her so
badly that for quite some time physicians were uncertain whether she would ever regain the use
of her fingers. Fortunately, the incident had a happy ending and the child suffered no permanent
impairment, but the outcome could have been just as easily the opposite.Another situation
comes to mind that indicates the inability of some adults to understand the maturity needed to
care for a parrot. One of the authors received a telephone call from a very distressed woman



who had bought a medium-sized, hand-reared parrot for her son. The child, according to her,
was longing for a pet, and had been persistent about it for long enough to convince her of his
sincerity. She confided that her son was extraordinarily bright and advanced for his age, so she
had no misgivings about purchasing the bird for his birthday. However, after having the parrot for
nearly four months, both mother and child were very disappointed. The woman stated that her
child could not handle the bird without being bitten. The boy was now afraid of the parrot, as was
she. After hearing this sad story, the author finally had an opportunity to ask how old the child
was. The mother replied that he had just turned four years old!When children and parrots are
developing a relationship, they need close supervision. A large parrot may cause serious injury
to a child. Young children must learn how to behave around parrots. It is the adult’s responsibility
to prevent injury and emotional trauma to both child and parrot. Thorn QualkinbushParrots’
beaks are to be respected. Although this injury was very unpleasant and painful, it could have
been much worse. What if that had been a five-year-old child’s finger? Please supervise
vulnerable children and parrots, and help educate adults of the dangers as well as the pleasures
of parrot ownership. Steve IsenbergGenerally, where adolescents and young adults are
concerned, the inability of either to provide the stability a parrot requires should be adequate
reason to discourage the acquisition of a companion parrot. During the teen and young adult
years, the individual’s tasks include acquiring an education or job skills, finding a mate,
launching a career and establishing a family. Obviously, such activities are time consuming, and
the parrot will suffer as a result. College campuses are full of unwanted cats and dogs left behind
by their owners when summer break rolls around. Parrots should not be added to this pathetic
list.Often, young marrieds desire to have a parrot as a companion. They feel they can give a bird
the care and stability it requires. In many cases this is possible, and the bird becomes a
cherished family friend. However, in more than just a few isolated cases, the parrot becomes a
child surrogate. Then when human children begin to arrive, the parrot often reacts with jealousy,
creating distress for the adults and potential danger to the human infant. Parrots can learn to
adjust to and accept children as they come into the family. However, they must be helped to do
this, and new parents frequently do not feel the time and effort required are “worth it.” This is sad
example of a throwaway attitude about an animal when it becomes an inconvenience.In a home
where there are young children, please consider the following suggestions:1. The parrot should
be the sole responsibility of the adult who acquired it. It is unfair to expect a child to provide the
care these birds require without ongoing supervision in the adult’s presence.2. Never leave a
child alone with any parrot, no matter how tame the bird is.3. If you wish to allow your child to pet
the parrot, the bird should be perched on the adult’s arm and the adult should have full control of
the bird’s head.4. Young hand-reared parrots may be allowed to perch on a child’s arm, but only
after the adult has made a decision about safety for both child and bird.5. Practice good hygiene
in handling of bird and child. Do not touch your child after cleaning the cage unless you have first
washed your hands. Conversely, do not handle the parrot after changing an infant’s diapers
unless you have also washed your hands.Remember that once a child becomes afraid of a



parrot, overcoming this fear will be difficult. In the same way, once a parrot becomes afraid of a
child, it may be impossible to reverse its fear, not only of the particular child, but of children in
general.One further comment about parrots and children involves allergies. Some children are
highly allergic to any kind of animal dander. Parents of such children, not wanting them to miss
the experience of growing up with a pet, often purchase a parrot, not realizing birds also produce
dander to which the child may be allergic. Consult your child’s doctor if this is a potential
problem.PAIR-BONDING: WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?The concept of pair-
bonding is very important to the parrot/human relationship. It is one of the genetic characteristics
that can make a parrot a marvelous companion, but it can also create problems when the bird
reaches sexual maturity. As with so many avian traits, the trick is to understand how to
emphasize the positive aspects of pair-bonding while minimizing the negative aspects.The pair-
bond is defined as “a nonaggressive, mutually beneficial relationship between a sexually mature
male and female bird. This pair-bond may be strong and last as long as both mates are
alive” (Coyle 1987). In the bonded relationship, contacts between birds are continually
strengthened by behavior that modifies all of the pair’s interactions with each other. Such
behaviors include mutual preening, feeding, roosting and defense of each other and their mutual
territory. The pair-bond also functions to reduce potential aggression between the bonded
pair.The pair-bond is especially important to birds such as parrots, which live long lives and
produce relatively few young. Most mammals do not pair-bond in the sense that birds do
because mammalian offspring, in general, do not have long infancies in which they are totally
helpless and require intensive nurturing for many weeks (Kavenau 1987). Parrot offspring have
long infancies and require more parental care than many other birds. It is therefore necessary
that the male as well as the female be involved in their care. The pair-bond ensures that the hen
will have the necessary help while discharging her parental duties. Some male parrots such as
cockatiels and cockatoos actually help with the incubation of eggs, while males of other species
feed the hen as she incubates, guard the nest entrance and then actively feed the young after
they have hatched.Although we do not know exactly what determines the nature of the bond
between a pair of parrots, there are three components that are probably operative: mutual
attachment to common territory, comfortable familiarity with each other and genuine affection.
Welty and Baptista (1988) give an account of black ducks that were observed during a fall
courtship and pair formation. On two separate occasions, partners of birds shot by local hunters
could not be induced to leave their stricken mates.A similar story was related to one of the
authors, this time concerning a pair of mallard ducks (Soucek 1991). Driving home on a narrow
country road after dark some years ago, Gayle Soucek and her companion saw a lifeless hen
mallard in the center of the road. Her mate was standing on her body and screaming with what
Soucek stated sounded very like grief. She had never heard a mallard make such continuous
keening cries. Even though they attempted to move the drake out of harm’s way, he refused to
leave his mate’s body. Eventually, Soucek and her friend had to move the hen’s body to the
verge of the road in order to coax the male away. As they drove away, the male was still next to



his mate, keening in the same eerie fashion.Similar stories are reported from Australia by those
who have observed poisoned cockatoos. These birds’ mates refuse to leave them, often tugging
at the corpses and vocalizing to them in an attempt to get them to move.The pair-bonding trait in
a parrot destined to be a companion confers some very desirable characteristics. Among these
are loyalty, affection and, to some extent, diminished aggressive tendencies directed toward its
human “mate.”There are, however, some negative aspects of pair-bonding regarding the parrot’s
attachment to a favored person. The parrot will often, especially at the onset of sexual maturity,
bond with one person exclusively. The bird perceives its person as a true mate, and will often
attempt to preen, courtship-feed and copulate with the person who is so honored. The parrot will
begin to exercise all the prerogatives of a mated bird, including defending its “mate” against all
comers, often biting other family members to drive them away. The cage becomes a potential
nesting site, again causing the parrot to bite in attempts to defend this important territory from
“predators” and unwanted interference. It is not at all uncommon for the bird to bite its human
“mate” in an effort to drive her/him away from perceived “danger,” most usually another family
member the parrot sees as competition. This type of biting is called displacement biting, and
although not intended to express aggression to the favored one, can nevertheless be extremely
painful. In addition, these bites are often experienced by the human as being unexpected and
unprovoked. (When a parrot bites its mate in this fashion in the wild, all that happens is that it
gets a mouth full of feathers. The mate gets the point and moves away. When the bird bites its
human mate surrogate, a large portion of tender flesh is assaulted by a beak that may be fully
capable of cracking a Brazil nut in one crunch!)Although these potential drawbacks occur with
the parrot, which is genetically programmed to pair-bond with a mate, they may never manifest
themselves in the parrot/human bond. It depends on how consistently the bird has been
socialized and guided into behavior that is appropriate in the domestic setting from the time it
was a youngster. It also depends on the consistency with which the parrot’s human companion
has set and reinforced behavior guidelines relative to behavior that will not be tolerated (e.g.,
biting for any reason). This can be done so successfully that when the parrot reaches sexual
maturity, it will remain as loving and docile a pet as when it was a weanling. The mature parrot
will exhibit more adult characteristics than those appropriate to infancy and immaturity, just as
children do when they grow up. But as with adult children, the relationship with the adult parrot
can be just as close and loving.A good way to ensure that this is the case (in addition to
adhering to the guidelines on page 20) is to allow, perhaps even insist, that adult and adolescent
family members handle the parrot regularly. Cleaning and feeding chores should also be divided
in the same way. The parrot is then forced to relate to several family members as providers of
attention and food. It also accepts that the cage is not its sole property. It is helpful as well if the
parrot sees as wide a variety of people as possible, if this is at all possible. Most often, parrots
that remain outgoing and gentle are the ones that have had a great deal of contact with many
people. These birds are much less apt to bond strongly to just one person. Handling by only one
person tends to develop a personality that will be at greater risk of developing negative



behaviors sometimes associated with extreme bonding.PARROT PERSONALITY PROFILESAll
species have many personality attributes, which we customarily term positive or negative and
which are possessed because of their survival value. Such attributes are determined by
evolution, to equip them with the maximum ability to survive and pass their genes on to the next
generation. They have nothing to do with equipping the parrot to be the “ideal” companion. It is
therefore necessary to understand that any personality trait is neither bad nor good; it merely is.
The prospective owner must decide for himself what constellation of traits he is willing to tolerate
and work with. For example, if you do not like noise, are intimidated by a large beak and live in a
small home or apartment, no matter how beautiful and appealing a macaw is, it is not the bird for
you. You will enjoy your parrot friend much more if you select a smaller, quieter and gentler
bird.In our discussion of parrot personality characteristics, we will first address the pair-bonding
species, both common and uncommon. We will then discuss the nonpair-bonding species in the
same order. Less detail will be included for these birds, for many are primarily kept as aviary and
breeding specimens by avicultural specialists, rather than as family companions. However, some
of these birds can and do make good pets, especially for those who wish a bird that is very
undemanding of social interaction with its owners.In addition, it should be remembered that
each parrot is an individual. The traits discussed here are generalizations. The bird’s singular
personality is the most important factor to consider in deciding which will be a member of your
family.Last, we will discuss parrots that should never be kept as pets. These are the birds that
are endangered and should only be in the hands of serious, expert breeders. Some of these
parrots are kept as pets, and many make superb companions. However, we hope that the reader
will decide against such birds as potential companions. If you do own such a parrot, consider
placing it in a breeding program when it becomes sexually mature.PAIR-BONDING PARROTS:
COMMONAfrican Grey Parrot (Psittacus erithacus erithacus, subspecies timneh)These parrots
are highly desired as companions, not only for their outstanding ability to talk, but also because
of their incredible intelligence. There is a mystique, an aura about the African Grey that is difficult
to describe but is nonetheless undeniably present. For many, the Grey is the ultimate avian
companion, the ultimate parrot. Rosemary Low (1980) states that “there can never have been so
many cherished pets among parrots as Greys. The Duke of Bedford, in Parrots and Parrot-Like
Birds (1969), says of the Grey, “Once he has really given you his heart—and very often only one
person is so honoured—he is always gentle except under great provocation...”African Grey
Parrots tend to be very suspicious of new people, objects and environments. They are highly
strung, somewhat nervous birds, very sensitive to the emotional content of any situation. It is
rare for this parrot to talk in the presence of those it does not know. A frightened Grey will growl,
a sound like nothing else on earth. These parrots are also known for their predisposition to
feather picking, plucking and mutilation. Such behavior is often (although not always) initiated as
an expression of stress or boredom. A Grey that is neglected is a prime candidate for this
distressing habit, which, once begun, is very hard to correct, especially without professional
help.Although this parrot has the potential for becoming the best possible psittacine companion,



no one should even consider one of these grand birds unless willing to make the commitment to
provide the high degree of emotional care they need and deserve.The African Grey needs much
more dietary calcium than most other parrots, and every effort must be made to meet this need.
Otherwise, the bird may eventually develop hypocalcemic syndrome, suffering convulsions and
eventually dying, unless immediate veterinary care is sought.Ebook Library Parrots (Ebook
Librarya)There are many species in this group, some commonly kept as pets and some so rare
that to breed them, one must have a permit from the federal government. As a group, Ebook
Library parrots are bundles of contradictions. Some are comical and entertaining, others aloof
and sedate. They may be very social, or prone to moodiness. They can be very curious about
their people and environment, or largely uninterested. Some are beautiful, and others rather
plain. They can be very predictable, but also very unpredictable. They can be very gentle, or very
rough; very adaptable, or very inflexible. All of these traits can be exhibited not only from species
to species, but also within the same bird throughout the day! Ebook Library parrots are very
special. Most of this group are very noisy, and many are wonderful talkers. They have powerful
beaks and many do not hesitate to use them for purposes of resculpting furniture or flesh if the
notion takes them. Ebook Librarys are not for everyone.Most Ebook Librarys are very intelligent,
and with proper handling can make delightful companions. However, they are strong willed and
stubborn, liking nothing better than to be the dominant member of any relationship. This can
cause serious problems for the person who does not understand how to deal with it.One
characteristic of many of this group is the potential for serious aggression upon reaching sexual
maturity. The authors cannot overemphasize that the person who acquires an Ebook Library
must be fully aware of this possibility and raise the bird in such a way that it does not become a
problem in later years. It is a heartbreaking experience to have a dear pet “turn on you.” Both of
the authors have in their breeding programs Ebook Library parrots that were given up by their
owners because the parrots attacked their faces, requiring trips to the local hospital for
suturing.In spite of all the above, Ebook Library parrots can be tremendously satisfying
companions if given proper guidance and socialization.As previously stated, it all depends on
the amount of care and commitment you are willing to devote to these birds, and your
willingness to accept all the traits that make an Ebook Library what it is.Three of this group, the
Yellow-Naped Ebook Library (Ebook Librarya ochrocephala auropalliata), the Yellow-Fronted
Ebook Library (A. ochrocephala ochrocephala) and the Double-Yellow-Headed Ebook Library
(A. ochrocephala tresmariae) are among the best talkers in the parrot world. Although they may
remain sweet and docile all their lives, they have an especially marked potential for aggression if
not handled wisely from their youth. The Yellow-Naped Ebook Library seems to be particularly
prone to this behavior.The Blue-Fronted Ebook Library (A. aestiva aestiva) is an extremely
popular parrot. Its attractive plumage, outstanding talking ability and clownlike personality are all
pluses. Although it can be aggressive, it tends to be more sedate upon maturity, especially if its
humans have taken care to socialize it properly.Ebook Library parrots such as the Mexican Red-
Headed (or as it is otherwise known, the Green-Cheeked Ebook Library) (A. veridiginalis) is a



quiet, docile bird, and is much less aggressive and strong willed than other Ebook Librarys
discussed thus far. Many of these delightful parrots are kept as companions. However, their
numbers have drastically declined in their range country, and they are endangered. Some
aviculturists are now giving their attention to captive breeding of this species. The authors would
not go so far as to say that this parrot should not be kept as a companion. However, the
responsible course would be to place the bird in a breeding situation at maturity, so that its
numbers do not decline in captivity as well as in its native habitat.Another Ebook Library parrot
that is an outstanding companion is the Mealy (A. farinosa farinosa), or its subspecies, the Plain-
Colored Ebook Library (A. farinosa inornata). There are simply no words to describe the
splendid companion characteristics of this bird. A very large parrot, sometimes measuring
almost twenty inches in length, it is nevertheless one of the sweetest, most gentle of all Ebook
Librarys. Very steady, it rarely resorts to nipping. At maturity, it usually becomes sweeter, and
serious sexual aggression does not seem to be a part of its nature. Some of these birds talk and
sing exceptionally well; others are only moderate talkers. But for sheer delight as an intelligent,
devoted friend, they are hard to beat.MyParrot,My FriendAn Owner’s Guide to Parrot
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Many who have not had direct input are an integral, though perhaps unrecognized, part of such
a project. Families certainly qualify for this category, and for their support and help we are most
grateful.Numerous friends have provided support and encouragement when the going got
rough. Those among them who are also aviculturists were willing and welcome soundboards for
ideas and concepts. We deeply appreciate the clients who brought their parrots to Parrot
Responsive to repair and strengthen relationships with their birds. They are to be congratulated
for their willingness to seek a better way, and without them this book would not have been
possible.Dr. Scott McDonald, DVM, provided many of the photographs used in this book. His
time and generosity are deeply appreciated. Mr. Scott Schubot, director of The Avicultural
Breeding and Research Center, and his late father, Mr. Richard Schubot, also contributed
photographs, for which we are most grateful.Martha Vogel Lucenti supplied line drawings. In
spite of her busy schedule as an assistant art director of Country Living, and being a new wife,
she once again came through with flying colors. Our thanks to her.Many thanks to Diane
Schmidt, noted photographer and photojournalist. A number of her pictures appear in the text,
illuminating not only the behavioral modification process, but also the stunning beauty of
parrots.To Dr. Irene Pepperberg of the University of Arizona, our deep gratitude for the time she
spent reviewing the manuscript, despite her enormous teaching, research and lecturing
responsibilities. Her comments were invaluable; we are most appreciative of these, and of her
kindness in helping us.To friend and editor Seymour Weiss, many, many heartfelt thanks. No
authors have ever been blessed with a better editor. His belief in this book and its usefulness
means more than words can ever convey.We also wish to thank Dana Zaremba, facility manager
for Parrot Responsive. She functioned as friend, assistant and general factotum. Her willingness
to help regardless of the task, and her perceptiveness and respect for the parrots in training
were invaluable. It is Dana’s arm that appears in the parrot bite photograph in Chapter 2. And
although she did not deliberately offer up her arm as a sacrifice to provide an illustration for the
book, her good humor regarding the episode does her great credit!To all of these wonderful
people we owe a debt of gratitude, and emphasize that any errors are ours alone. Their support,
criticism and friendship have made this book possible in large part, and their contributions have
been a real and material blessing to us.And last, our thanks and gratitude to all the parrots who
share our lives and the lives of our readers. They have given us more than they know. They have
taught us wonderful things about how two species can share and grow
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arm that appears in the parrot bite photograph in Chapter 2. And although she did not
deliberately offer up her arm as a sacrifice to provide an illustration for the book, her good humor
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gratitude, and emphasize that any errors are ours alone. Their support, criticism and friendship
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Noegel1. Introduction2. Which Parrot Is for You?3. How Do Parrots Grow and Develop?4.
Domestication and Discipline5. How Do Behavioral Problems Develop?6. Behavioral
Modification: What Is It and How Does It Work?7. How Do I Work with My Parrot?8. Behavioral
Case Studies9. A Miscellany of Issues References IndexContents Foreword by Ramon P.
Noegel1. Introduction2. Which Parrot Is for You?3. How Do Parrots Grow and Develop?4.
Domestication and Discipline5. How Do Behavioral Problems Develop?6. Behavioral
Modification: What Is It and How Does It Work?7. How Do I Work with My Parrot?8. Behavioral
Case Studies9. A Miscellany of Issues References IndexForewordWould you like to join me
on a journey of discovery? We will explore a place where the ideas of yesterday’s parrot keeping
become obsolete, and a brand-new adventure of growth and happiness for you and your
parrot(s) replaces the routine of everyday existence. You may ask if there is such a place, what
has kept us from going there? Simple: the human assumption about what we call the way we’ve



always done things. Habits that have led us to believe our early conditioning with parrots were
right. We convince ourselves our way is best, based on the human ego that stubbornly resists
the inner voice that tells all of us there must be something better.There is nothing in Nature that
proves it cares more for the human species than other species. We may one day vanish as
quickly and as radically as thousands of other life forms before us. But whatever we have in
common with other living things, there is one peculiarity that is ours exclusively: We are the only
species in Nature working toward its own destruction. Until man addresses the problem of his
determination to cover the earth with his own kind, those who love and provide for parrots may
prove to be the only safe havens for such living works of nature’s art. Culturally speaking, there
are far more Rembrandts in the world today than there are certain species of parrots (e.g., the
Spix’s macaw). An artist may reconceive the beauty and genius of a work of art though its first
material expression be destroyed, but when the last individual of a race of living things breathes
no more, another Heaven and another Earth will have to be created before such a one can be
again.Interaction with living things is a basic human instinct, which, when rediscovered and
encouraged, allows the genuine self to let the magic of the universe flow freely. By doing so we
consciously touch other life forms with feelings of good intentions, sincere respect and a
willingness to help. It is only then that we are able to contact all forms of life pleasantly, with
consideration, with the heart of a helper and the mind of a student.It is difficult for today’s parrot
enthusiasts to grasp the realization that only three decades ago we did not even have books
dealing with the very rudimentary requirements of keeping a pet parrot alive and healthy. In the
last twenty-five years many informative writings have been published, each giving the author’s
singular method of husbandry; but in each I have noticed the most important ingredient was
wanting. It was often skirted, ignored or passed over. At best it was hinted at and then only from
the human standpoint.But at last it has come!The authors have parted the veil of mystery with
this new, innovative and thought-provoking text. Finally, we are allowed, no—compelled, to look
into the very heart of that obscure nature of the unseen relationship that exists between a parrot
and its human.They have dared to throw down the barriers of taboo—the same disallowance
that has made advancement in any field a laborious task for the few possessed of Creative
Impulse. To those who will not listen, such inspiration does not speak. This presupposes man’s
superiority. It results in stunted personalities void of the joy experienced from free, uninhibited
communication with all Life. Thoreau defined this when he wrote “All things do exist in mutual
relationship to one another.”For the reader to proceed let us consider two points: First, that
human beings all over the earth have this curious idea that they ought to behave in a certain way,
and cannot really get rid of it. Second, that they do not in fact behave that way; if they know the
rules of nature, they break them. Acceptance of these two facts provides the foundation of all
clear thinking about ourselves and determines our reaction to fellow living creatures whose right
to exist should be as obvious as our own. This is the truth all highly evolved cultures have come
to recognize. It separates us from the troglodyte consciousness still evident in today’s modern
world. They are often the insentient beings we encounter, those who cannot give or receive



loving feelings, yet long to do so.In this monumental work, the authors have presented us step-
by-step workable principles to arrive at what the ancient Chinese called the Tao: The Way, in
which the universe goes on, The Way in which things everlastingly emerge into space and time.
It is The Way every caring person evolves in imitation of cosmic progression, harmonizing
feelings to that great exemplar of selflessness. Those who know the Tao can hold that to call a
parrot delightful is not simply to recognize a psychological fact about one’s own emotions at the
moment, but to discern a quality that demands a certain response whether or not we make it.
Einstein called this cosmic religious feeling and emphasized its importance, “In my view, it is the
most important function of art and science to awaken this feeling and to keep it alive in those
who are receptive to it.” Some parrot keepers appear only partially awake to this very necessary
feeling.After fifty rewarding years of an ongoing romance with parrots of every type, it is my
opinion the authors have reached the highest peak of awareness in their presentation, and, if
read and experienced, promises to lead the serious psittacine student into a richer and far more
rewarding relationship with parrots, and, for that fact, with all life everywhere.Ramon P.
NoegelFounder and Director of LifeFellowship Bird SanctuaryForewordWould you like to join me
on a journey of discovery? We will explore a place where the ideas of yesterday’s parrot keeping
become obsolete, and a brand-new adventure of growth and happiness for you and your
parrot(s) replaces the routine of everyday existence. You may ask if there is such a place, what
has kept us from going there? Simple: the human assumption about what we call the way we’ve
always done things. Habits that have led us to believe our early conditioning with parrots were
right. We convince ourselves our way is best, based on the human ego that stubbornly resists
the inner voice that tells all of us there must be something better.There is nothing in Nature that
proves it cares more for the human species than other species. We may one day vanish as
quickly and as radically as thousands of other life forms before us. But whatever we have in
common with other living things, there is one peculiarity that is ours exclusively: We are the only
species in Nature working toward its own destruction. Until man addresses the problem of his
determination to cover the earth with his own kind, those who love and provide for parrots may
prove to be the only safe havens for such living works of nature’s art. Culturally speaking, there
are far more Rembrandts in the world today than there are certain species of parrots (e.g., the
Spix’s macaw). An artist may reconceive the beauty and genius of a work of art though its first
material expression be destroyed, but when the last individual of a race of living things breathes
no more, another Heaven and another Earth will have to be created before such a one can be
again.Interaction with living things is a basic human instinct, which, when rediscovered and
encouraged, allows the genuine self to let the magic of the universe flow freely. By doing so we
consciously touch other life forms with feelings of good intentions, sincere respect and a
willingness to help. It is only then that we are able to contact all forms of life pleasantly, with
consideration, with the heart of a helper and the mind of a student.It is difficult for today’s parrot
enthusiasts to grasp the realization that only three decades ago we did not even have books
dealing with the very rudimentary requirements of keeping a pet parrot alive and healthy. In the



last twenty-five years many informative writings have been published, each giving the author’s
singular method of husbandry; but in each I have noticed the most important ingredient was
wanting. It was often skirted, ignored or passed over. At best it was hinted at and then only from
the human standpoint.But at last it has come!The authors have parted the veil of mystery with
this new, innovative and thought-provoking text. Finally, we are allowed, no—compelled, to look
into the very heart of that obscure nature of the unseen relationship that exists between a parrot
and its human.They have dared to throw down the barriers of taboo—the same disallowance
that has made advancement in any field a laborious task for the few possessed of Creative
Impulse. To those who will not listen, such inspiration does not speak. This presupposes man’s
superiority. It results in stunted personalities void of the joy experienced from free, uninhibited
communication with all Life. Thoreau defined this when he wrote “All things do exist in mutual
relationship to one another.”For the reader to proceed let us consider two points: First, that
human beings all over the earth have this curious idea that they ought to behave in a certain way,
and cannot really get rid of it. Second, that they do not in fact behave that way; if they know the
rules of nature, they break them. Acceptance of these two facts provides the foundation of all
clear thinking about ourselves and determines our reaction to fellow living creatures whose right
to exist should be as obvious as our own. This is the truth all highly evolved cultures have come
to recognize. It separates us from the troglodyte consciousness still evident in today’s modern
world. They are often the insentient beings we encounter, those who cannot give or receive
loving feelings, yet long to do so.In this monumental work, the authors have presented us step-
by-step workable principles to arrive at what the ancient Chinese called the Tao: The Way, in
which the universe goes on, The Way in which things everlastingly emerge into space and time.
It is The Way every caring person evolves in imitation of cosmic progression, harmonizing
feelings to that great exemplar of selflessness. Those who know the Tao can hold that to call a
parrot delightful is not simply to recognize a psychological fact about one’s own emotions at the
moment, but to discern a quality that demands a certain response whether or not we make it.
Einstein called this cosmic religious feeling and emphasized its importance, “In my view, it is the
most important function of art and science to awaken this feeling and to keep it alive in those
who are receptive to it.” Some parrot keepers appear only partially awake to this very necessary
feeling.After fifty rewarding years of an ongoing romance with parrots of every type, it is my
opinion the authors have reached the highest peak of awareness in their presentation, and, if
read and experienced, promises to lead the serious psittacine student into a richer and far more
rewarding relationship with parrots, and, for that fact, with all life everywhere.Ramon P.
NoegelFounder and Director of LifeFellowship Bird Sanctuary1IntroductionThe purpose of this
book is to help people and parrots mend and strengthen existing relationships and to facilitate
optimum development of new relationships.Parrots are wild animals. Whether wild-caught and
imported or domestically bred and hand reared, parrots today are at best only three or four
generations away from 35 to 38 million years of wild inheritance. The earliest known parrot fossil
was found in England and consists of fragments of the end of the tarsometatarsus (analogous to



the arch of the foot in humans). Parrot fossils from France are approximately 26 million years old,
and Australian psittacine fossils have been dated at between 17 and 26 million years. Fossil
records from Africa belonging to the Pliocene period (1.5 to 7 million years ago) have been
identified. And South American parrot fossils found thus far appear to have made their debut
about 1.5 million years ago.Parrots have been around a very long time, and if current
hypotheses formulated by paleontologists such as Bakker, Paul and Horner are correct, all birds,
including parrots, are the direct lineal descendants of dinosaurs (Bakker 1986; Horner 1988;
Paul 1988).Although the parrot is a creature that seems comfortable with people, adapting well
to a family setting, its long evolutionary history has equipped it superbly to survive in its range
countries. Instinctive and learned behaviors acquired in the wild allow the parrot to forage, attract
a mate, defend the nest and its young and escape predation. However, these skills are not
necessarily an asset in domestic surroundings, but may become a liability to the relationship of
the bird and its human companions in situations the parrot perceives as threatening. In such
cases, instinctive and learned behavior may be used in maladaptive ways, leading to serious
behavioral problems such as fear biting, perseverative screaming, feather mutilation and sexual
aggression. (Perseverative behavior is behavior that is meaningless and repetitive.) In the
breeding situation, such birds may destroy eggs and young.A mated pair of Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoos (Cacatua leadbeateri) display to each other. Aviculture Breeding and Research
CenterThis book will explore the psychology of psittacine behavior, the development of
maladaptive problems and how they can be changed through behavioral modification. Parrots
are highly intelligent birds with evolutionarily developed flock behavior, which makes them ideal
as companion animals for many people. If one recognizes the concept of “another” intelligence:
an intelligence different from but parallel to human intelligence, finely honed to allow survival and
social interaction, then one becomes aware of the possibility of a mutually beneficial interface of
two separate systems—human and psittacine.In addition, parrots seem to be at the beginning of
the road to domestication. This is especially true now that very few imported exotic birds will be
available in the pet trade. Soon, anyone wishing to own one of these delightful birds will be
obtaining a parrot bred and hand reared in civilization. It is inevitable that some selective
breeding will occur, either intentionally or not, for personality traits desirable in a companion
animal. (Although this is not a consideration, or even desirable, for the captive propagation of
endangered species whose progeny will eventually be the subjects of reintroduction into their
range countries, a sweet-natured bird is much in demand as a family companion.)Two Ebook
Library parrots demonstrating self-inflicted foot injuries. Scott McDonald, DVMHowever, it will be
many years before parrots (excluding budgerigars and cockatiels) can be considered domestic
in the sense that a cat or dog is domestic. They may always retain their aura of the exotic, the
mysterious, the pagan. This is probably part of their appeal. Perhaps we wish to live with these
birds because by living with the unknowable, we attempt to make it knowable, thereby
possessing, being a part of it, controlling it. Or perhaps we recognize, on some atavistic level,
that these birds were our companions when we had not yet descended from the trees in some



African forests.But for the present, our parrots are wild. They relate to us because they wish to,
not because it has been bred into them. A good relationship with a parrot will always be one of
mutual agreement, never of the owner and the owned. The term owner, as used in this book,
implies “guardian”: one who protects, defends, preserves, champions. A parrot’s “owner” is that
bird’s patron and mentor, never its enslaver or conqueror.Providing the insight and skills to deal
successfully with birds requires not a cookbook approach, but a thorough grounding in the
concepts that govern behavior and its modification. Each parrot is highly individual, despite the
general characteristics for its species. Further, parrots do not develop problems in a vacuum, but
in settings containing many variables. These variables include the relationships of their humans
with each other, as well as the individual and collective relationships of those humans with the
parrot.The authors feel that basic knowledge of family dynamics theory is germane to the study
of psittacine behavioral problems. It contains striking parallels that may be used with good effect
in understanding and modifying problems. We wish the reader to understand that we are not
saying that parrots are little people. We are saying that humans and parrots share social traits
that, when understood, provide a framework the owner can use effectively to create a mutually
satisfying relationship with an avian companion. And that further, this approach will provide a
satisfying, happy life for the parrot. The mutually beneficial interface of the human/canine and
human/feline systems is so accepted that no one questions it. The mutually satisfying,
advantageous meshing of human/parrot systems is still viewed as somewhat serendipitous, a
“gift of the gods,” as it were, or dependent on the “animal magic” possessed by the fortunate and
gifted few. Nothing could be further from the truth. There is no sorcery or witchcraft involved in a
good relationship with one’s parrot. Rather, it is the natural flowering based on principles that
govern all relationships, whether they be with other people or with animals.The application of
good parenting skills to the socialization of the newly weaned parrot is a very sound way to effect
the beneficial functioning of the people/parrot system interface to which we refer. Because of
this, consideration of such principles will be reviewed to explore their specific applicability to
“bringing up baby.”Many avoidable problems arise between birds and people because often
individuals acquire one of these intelligent animals as a companion, not realizing the degree of
emotional and physical care they require. They do not understand that disciplinary techniques
used with dogs, for example, are not only inappropriate with birds, but absolutely
counterproductive. For instance, hitting a biting parrot with a newspaper is abusive. It is not
understood by the bird in terms of cause and effect. And it will inevitably lead to severe
emotional trauma, escalated aggression or complete withdrawal.Prospective parrot owners
need to know which parrot will fit their needs and lifestyles. They should have basic knowledge
of what to expect from a hand-reared parrot, as opposed to a wild-caught bird. An
understanding, for example, of a parrot’s need to chew—and appropriate ways to satisfy this
need—will prevent much distress and thousands of dollars’ worth of damage to household
furnishings and equipment.Collectively, the authors have many years of experience with parrots:
as pet owners, breeders and professionals working with parrot behavior problems. Experience in



family counseling techniques and human growth and development have also been a part of our
background and have contributed to the approach and philosophy that guides our work with
these birds. The authors hope to provide the reader with sound basic concepts applicable to
parrot psychology and behavioral problems. In this way, each person will be able to decide what
will work best with his parrot in his own unique situation, rather than being confronted with a list
of “how-to’s” that may or may not be applicable to the specific situation. A good comparison
would be the old saying, “Give a man a fish and he will eat today. Teach him how to fish and he
will eat for a lifetime.”To this end readers will find a broad range of material presented for their
information and use. We will discuss the general personality traits of parrot species commonly
kept as pets, as well as an overview of genus characteristics. The concept of pair-bonding and
its importance to the parrot/human relationship will be explored. What a domestically bred, hand-
reared parrot is—and more important, what it is not—will also be included.The principles of
behavioral modification and their application to parrots with maladaptive problems will be
covered, as well as an overview of various accepted approaches and specific techniques that
may be helpful. Specific techniques will often be presented within the context of case studies
that will cover the parrot’s presenting problems, a history of bird and owner, an analysis of
problem development, creation of a modification protocol and follow-up. In this way, the reader
will be able to understand how specific techniques appropriate to particular situations are
developed for the individual.We will also include material to help the reader understand how
parrots grow and develop intellectually, socially and emotionally, and parrots’ use of speech
(both cognitive and imitative) will be discussed. These topics will be presented against a
background of cognitive ethology, as well as experiential observation and anecdotal
evidence.Throughout the book, various topics will be examined as they relate to parrots in the
domestic setting. Discussion of the use of psychotropic drugs to modify problems of sexual
aggression and perseverative behavior will be included, and ethical considerations of such
approaches (still not common) will be examined. The issues involved with an owner’s decision to
place his parrot in a breeding program as a last resort to refractory problems will be addressed.
This is important because of the moral imperative to manage the existing captive gene pools of
various species as well as possible, given the need to propagate these birds in captivity. Unless
good genetic flock health is maintained, captive breeding will only postpone extinction, not
prevent it. The breeder/seller of parrots also needs to examine his responsibility in placing birds
in suitable homes. Issues such as educating prospective owners about what these birds require,
the responsibility involved and species-specific personality traits will be included. All these
issues will probably raise more questions than answers, but on such questions are new
directions and solutions formulated. This is good and necessary and can only benefit the parrots
who rely on us, as do children, for the best quality of life that we are able (and morally obliged) to
provide them.A Greater Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita galerita) fluffs its feathers
before preening. Avicultural Breeding and Research Center1IntroductionThe purpose of this
book is to help people and parrots mend and strengthen existing relationships and to facilitate



optimum development of new relationships.Parrots are wild animals. Whether wild-caught and
imported or domestically bred and hand reared, parrots today are at best only three or four
generations away from 35 to 38 million years of wild inheritance. The earliest known parrot fossil
was found in England and consists of fragments of the end of the tarsometatarsus (analogous to
the arch of the foot in humans). Parrot fossils from France are approximately 26 million years old,
and Australian psittacine fossils have been dated at between 17 and 26 million years. Fossil
records from Africa belonging to the Pliocene period (1.5 to 7 million years ago) have been
identified. And South American parrot fossils found thus far appear to have made their debut
about 1.5 million years ago.Parrots have been around a very long time, and if current
hypotheses formulated by paleontologists such as Bakker, Paul and Horner are correct, all birds,
including parrots, are the direct lineal descendants of dinosaurs (Bakker 1986; Horner 1988;
Paul 1988).Although the parrot is a creature that seems comfortable with people, adapting well
to a family setting, its long evolutionary history has equipped it superbly to survive in its range
countries. Instinctive and learned behaviors acquired in the wild allow the parrot to forage, attract
a mate, defend the nest and its young and escape predation. However, these skills are not
necessarily an asset in domestic surroundings, but may become a liability to the relationship of
the bird and its human companions in situations the parrot perceives as threatening. In such
cases, instinctive and learned behavior may be used in maladaptive ways, leading to serious
behavioral problems such as fear biting, perseverative screaming, feather mutilation and sexual
aggression. (Perseverative behavior is behavior that is meaningless and repetitive.) In the
breeding situation, such birds may destroy eggs and young.A mated pair of Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoos (Cacatua leadbeateri) display to each other. Aviculture Breeding and Research
CenterThis book will explore the psychology of psittacine behavior, the development of
maladaptive problems and how they can be changed through behavioral modification. Parrots
are highly intelligent birds with evolutionarily developed flock behavior, which makes them ideal
as companion animals for many people. If one recognizes the concept of “another” intelligence:
an intelligence different from but parallel to human intelligence, finely honed to allow survival and
social interaction, then one becomes aware of the possibility of a mutually beneficial interface of
two separate systems—human and psittacine.In addition, parrots seem to be at the beginning of
the road to domestication. This is especially true now that very few imported exotic birds will be
available in the pet trade. Soon, anyone wishing to own one of these delightful birds will be
obtaining a parrot bred and hand reared in civilization. It is inevitable that some selective
breeding will occur, either intentionally or not, for personality traits desirable in a companion
animal. (Although this is not a consideration, or even desirable, for the captive propagation of
endangered species whose progeny will eventually be the subjects of reintroduction into their
range countries, a sweet-natured bird is much in demand as a family companion.)Two Ebook
Library parrots demonstrating self-inflicted foot injuries. Scott McDonald, DVMHowever, it will be
many years before parrots (excluding budgerigars and cockatiels) can be considered domestic
in the sense that a cat or dog is domestic. They may always retain their aura of the exotic, the



mysterious, the pagan. This is probably part of their appeal. Perhaps we wish to live with these
birds because by living with the unknowable, we attempt to make it knowable, thereby
possessing, being a part of it, controlling it. Or perhaps we recognize, on some atavistic level,
that these birds were our companions when we had not yet descended from the trees in some
African forests.But for the present, our parrots are wild. They relate to us because they wish to,
not because it has been bred into them. A good relationship with a parrot will always be one of
mutual agreement, never of the owner and the owned. The term owner, as used in this book,
implies “guardian”: one who protects, defends, preserves, champions. A parrot’s “owner” is that
bird’s patron and mentor, never its enslaver or conqueror.Providing the insight and skills to deal
successfully with birds requires not a cookbook approach, but a thorough grounding in the
concepts that govern behavior and its modification. Each parrot is highly individual, despite the
general characteristics for its species. Further, parrots do not develop problems in a vacuum, but
in settings containing many variables. These variables include the relationships of their humans
with each other, as well as the individual and collective relationships of those humans with the
parrot.The authors feel that basic knowledge of family dynamics theory is germane to the study
of psittacine behavioral problems. It contains striking parallels that may be used with good effect
in understanding and modifying problems. We wish the reader to understand that we are not
saying that parrots are little people. We are saying that humans and parrots share social traits
that, when understood, provide a framework the owner can use effectively to create a mutually
satisfying relationship with an avian companion. And that further, this approach will provide a
satisfying, happy life for the parrot. The mutually beneficial interface of the human/canine and
human/feline systems is so accepted that no one questions it. The mutually satisfying,
advantageous meshing of human/parrot systems is still viewed as somewhat serendipitous, a
“gift of the gods,” as it were, or dependent on the “animal magic” possessed by the fortunate and
gifted few. Nothing could be further from the truth. There is no sorcery or witchcraft involved in a
good relationship with one’s parrot. Rather, it is the natural flowering based on principles that
govern all relationships, whether they be with other people or with animals.The application of
good parenting skills to the socialization of the newly weaned parrot is a very sound way to effect
the beneficial functioning of the people/parrot system interface to which we refer. Because of
this, consideration of such principles will be reviewed to explore their specific applicability to
“bringing up baby.”Many avoidable problems arise between birds and people because often
individuals acquire one of these intelligent animals as a companion, not realizing the degree of
emotional and physical care they require. They do not understand that disciplinary techniques
used with dogs, for example, are not only inappropriate with birds, but absolutely
counterproductive. For instance, hitting a biting parrot with a newspaper is abusive. It is not
understood by the bird in terms of cause and effect. And it will inevitably lead to severe
emotional trauma, escalated aggression or complete withdrawal.Prospective parrot owners
need to know which parrot will fit their needs and lifestyles. They should have basic knowledge
of what to expect from a hand-reared parrot, as opposed to a wild-caught bird. An



understanding, for example, of a parrot’s need to chew—and appropriate ways to satisfy this
need—will prevent much distress and thousands of dollars’ worth of damage to household
furnishings and equipment.Collectively, the authors have many years of experience with parrots:
as pet owners, breeders and professionals working with parrot behavior problems. Experience in
family counseling techniques and human growth and development have also been a part of our
background and have contributed to the approach and philosophy that guides our work with
these birds. The authors hope to provide the reader with sound basic concepts applicable to
parrot psychology and behavioral problems. In this way, each person will be able to decide what
will work best with his parrot in his own unique situation, rather than being confronted with a list
of “how-to’s” that may or may not be applicable to the specific situation. A good comparison
would be the old saying, “Give a man a fish and he will eat today. Teach him how to fish and he
will eat for a lifetime.”To this end readers will find a broad range of material presented for their
information and use. We will discuss the general personality traits of parrot species commonly
kept as pets, as well as an overview of genus characteristics. The concept of pair-bonding and
its importance to the parrot/human relationship will be explored. What a domestically bred, hand-
reared parrot is—and more important, what it is not—will also be included.The principles of
behavioral modification and their application to parrots with maladaptive problems will be
covered, as well as an overview of various accepted approaches and specific techniques that
may be helpful. Specific techniques will often be presented within the context of case studies
that will cover the parrot’s presenting problems, a history of bird and owner, an analysis of
problem development, creation of a modification protocol and follow-up. In this way, the reader
will be able to understand how specific techniques appropriate to particular situations are
developed for the individual.We will also include material to help the reader understand how
parrots grow and develop intellectually, socially and emotionally, and parrots’ use of speech
(both cognitive and imitative) will be discussed. These topics will be presented against a
background of cognitive ethology, as well as experiential observation and anecdotal
evidence.Throughout the book, various topics will be examined as they relate to parrots in the
domestic setting. Discussion of the use of psychotropic drugs to modify problems of sexual
aggression and perseverative behavior will be included, and ethical considerations of such
approaches (still not common) will be examined. The issues involved with an owner’s decision to
place his parrot in a breeding program as a last resort to refractory problems will be addressed.
This is important because of the moral imperative to manage the existing captive gene pools of
various species as well as possible, given the need to propagate these birds in captivity. Unless
good genetic flock health is maintained, captive breeding will only postpone extinction, not
prevent it. The breeder/seller of parrots also needs to examine his responsibility in placing birds
in suitable homes. Issues such as educating prospective owners about what these birds require,
the responsibility involved and species-specific personality traits will be included. All these
issues will probably raise more questions than answers, but on such questions are new
directions and solutions formulated. This is good and necessary and can only benefit the parrots



who rely on us, as do children, for the best quality of life that we are able (and morally obliged) to
provide them.A Greater Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita galerita) fluffs its feathers
before preening. Avicultural Breeding and Research Center2Which Parrot Is for You?It is not my
goal to hurt you...This writing is attributed to an African Grey Parrot named GoTizo. Her name, in
the native lanugage of the African region from which she comes, means “Voice of Human.” The
entire piece is titled “Do Parrots Talk?” Diane Schmidt“But no one ever told me these things.”
Often those who have acquired parrots as companions make this statement, sometimes in
amused chagrin, sometimes in disappointment. Parrots are among the finest companions, but
only for those who have “done their homework.” Having a good relationship with a parrot requires
that the would-be owner investigate which of the 350-some species of this tribe will best fit his
lifestyle. It also requires that the owner make the necessary commitment to the bird’s emotional
as well as physical health. Owners must recognize that even though the parrot is tame, even
perhaps hand reared, it is not domestic in the sense that a cat or dog is. Parrots are intelligent
creatures with a wild genetic heritage that have learned to adapt, with varying degrees of
success, to the domestic setting.This chapter is intended to help the reader make the necessary
choices and decisions about acquiring a parrot as a companion. Knowing beforehand what a
mutually enjoyable relationship with a parrot entails is the best way to ensure the desired results.
These results can rarely be achieved when a bird is bought on impulse, or with the mistaken
notion that it is a “low-maintenance” pet.WHAT MAKES A PARROT A DESIRABLE PET?Parrots
carry with them an element of mystery. Living in close proximity with an essentially wild animal
provides a sense of closeness with nature that is increasingly rare in urban society. Parrots,
indeed all birds, have incredibly ancient lineages. They are probably direct lineal descendants of
dinosaurs, making them modern dinosaurs. The eyes of birds seem to reflect an ancient
wisdom, a “collective consciousness” at which we geologically young humans can only guess.
There is so much we do not know about parrots.The beauty of most parrots is undeniably an
important factor in their desirability as pets. Many also have a characteristically regal bearing
that enhances plumage and displays it to perfection. The marvelous color combinations
possessed by parrots are a direct and dramatic contrast to the often drab colors of our native
songbirds. It is interesting that even among dedicated birdwatchers, there is often much more
excitement at having spotted a scarlet tanager than a dun-colored cowbird. People are visually
drawn to dramatic colors.The fact that all birds possess feathers also draws people to them.
Feathers imply flight, which always fascinates us. The power of flight confers a lifestyle so
different from our earthbound one that we can only guess at what it must be like. Birds live in the
midst of this mystery. By sharing our lives with them, we vicariously experience something of a
lifestyle that will always be impossible for us to achieve.Parrots are extremely intelligent. As with
dogs or cats, this makes them very attractive as companions and friends. It has been stated by
those who work with parrots on the behavioral/learning level that they may possess the
intelligence of a five-year-old child. Other researchers opine that parrots may be at least equal in
intelligence to whales and dolphins. Parrots, jays and crows are generally acknowledged to be



the most intelligent of all birds, and even have some concept of numbers—a concept that is
difficult even for chimpanzees and gorillas to grasp.Most people associate the ability to mimic
with parrots and believe that this is their most important characteristic. Although many parrots do
have the ability to mimic, not all do so. Even within the species known for outstanding talking
ability (African Grey Parrots, Yellow-Naped Ebook Librarys, Blue-Fronted Ebook Librarys, Yellow-
Fronted Ebook Librarys and Double Yellow-Headed Ebook Librarys), this ability varies
tremendously among individuals. While this is accounted for in part by the bird’s genetic
predisposition to talk, it is also dependent to a large degree on the bird’s experience in its
domestic setting. Additionally, it may no longer be accurate to speak of the parrot’s ability to
“mimic” Many who have long and close relationships with their birds commonly report that their
parrots use cognitive speech. In other words, the bird knows what it is saying and uses speech
appropriately on many occasions.The work of Dr. Irene Pepperberg with Alex, an African Grey
Parrot, has demonstrated beyond any doubt that some birds, at least, have the ability to learn
concepts and employ them appropriately in the majority of cases. Naturally, to know that one’s
bird may be able to communicate on a deeper level than mere mimicry is a compelling reason to
share one’s life with such a parrot. However, as fascinating as this potential is, it is far better to
have a parrot with a steady, affectionate nature. If the bird also talks, so much the better. “Pretty
is as pretty does!”In some ways, parrots can become our mirrors, although we are usually not
aware of this on a conscious level. Nevertheless, this phenomenon exists. For example, we have
noticed many times that when people have the good fortune to live with a happy, healthy parrot
in a state of mutual enjoyment, these same people also have good relationships with their
children. They seem to have related in the same way to their birds as to their children, with the
same happy results!The companionship of parrots is a gift from them to us. Not genetically
programmed to give us their friendship or loyalty, nevertheless, many, many of them do. This
offering should not be undervalued or trivialized. To have a friendship with such a bird means a
conscious commitment on the owner’s part to return the same degree of loyalty, trust, concern—
all of the components that nurture a satisfactory relationship. Individuals who ignore this truth
forfeit their parrots’ friendships. Comradeship with a parrot is never a question of the owner and
the owned. It is always an alliance based on mutual agreement and trust.The issue of status
should be mentioned in connection with parrot ownership. Buying a parrot because it is “macho,”
expensive, rare, amusing or different is irresponsible. The same can be said of acquiring one as
an ornament. These birds are intelligent, sentient creatures whose lives have intrinsic value to
themselves, aside from any other attribute they may possess that makes people want them.
True, people do purchase parrots for the wrong reasons—their rarity and expense is sometimes
used to proclaim the economic status of their owners—but the parrot acquired for such reasons
inevitably experiences emotional and physical tragedy. Parrots are not throwaways, to be
possessed because they are “trendy.” The only true justification for sharing one’s life with any
animal is the honest desire to provide enhanced quality of life through commitment to its
emotional and physical well-being.EXPECTATIONS: THE WILD-CAUGHT PARROT VS. THE



DOMESTICALLY BRED, HAND-REARED PARROTThe person wishing to acquire a parrot to
share his life has two sources from which to choose: the wild-caught import market and the
domestic market. As conservation of parrots in their range countries assumes increasing
urgency, the availability of imported birds has waned. And as advances in husbandry and health
care make it possible to breed exotic birds with increasing success, breeders are producing
more domestically bred, hand-reared parrots. To be sure, a hand-reared parrot youngster has
the potential to become a better pet than a wild-caught bird that may already have been fully
adult at the time of capture and is thus much less amenable to learning the skills necessary for
happy adaptation to life in a family setting. However, when discussing the companion potential of
the hand-reared bird, certain limitations must be recognized, since most people have unrealistic
expectations of such a parrot. The following is a discussion of what can and cannot be expected
of both wild-caught and domestic parrots.Let us first talk about the wild-caught parrot. This bird,
as the term obviously implies, has been trapped in its range country by a variety of methods and
sold to a broker, who in turn sells the bird to an importer in the United States or other country to
which the bird is not indigenous. There are serious ethical and moral issues surrounding such
practices, and these have been addressed and corrected by federal legislation as well as by
international treaties such as CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Flora and Fauna).Although it can be very difficult to gentle a wild-caught parrot, it is not
impossible to do so; indeed, some of these birds have become dear companions, flourishing in
the family setting. It is far more common, though, for the owner to find that he does not possess
the time, skill, patience and physical courage to effect such a result. To teach a wild animal to
live in the unfamiliar surroundings of captivity requires change, on the part of bird and owner,
and since the experiences involved in change are frequently painful and inconvenient, it may
seem, at least in the short term, more pleasant and less trouble to avoid them. As a result, the
parrot often lives a solitary life in its cage, ignored and poorly cared for, as its humans lose
interest in a creature whose sole aim in life appears to be aggression and hate.This is not to say
that all individuals who purchase a wild-caught parrot will experience this. Those who have had
great success in helping such a bird become a happy, outgoing avian friend state that they
would not have missed such an experience for the world. The bonding that occurs between
parrot and human in such a circumstance is unique and cannot be duplicated with any other
companion animal. Nevertheless, it is not recommended that those other than the extremely
experienced ever attempt to gentle a wild parrot. The potential for serious damage to both bird
and person is too great, and the chance of success far too small, to justify such an
undertaking.All of the foregoing logically leads us to the question of the hand-reared parrot.
Such birds are imprinted at birth, or shortly thereafter, on humans. If the bird has been reared by
a human surrogate from the moment of hatching, it will have never known others of its kind,
unless it had clutchmates that were also being hand reared. If the baby was removed from the
nest for hand rearing between three to four weeks of age, the same imprinting occurs. Because
the bird has not learned defensive responses toward humans as a baby, it readily accepts



companionship with people. So the parrot will never bite, right? It will never pick its feathers, or
pull them out, or mutilate itself, right? It will never scream like a wild bird, right? It will never
become aggressive when it matures sexually, right? Wrong!!!!And hereby hangs the tale
concerning the domestically bred bird: It is tame, but not domestic. The mere fact that it was
bred in captivity does not mean it is a domestic animal It merely means that the bird is tame
when it is weaned and sold as a companion. It does not mean that the bird will stay this way.
Three or four generations of captive breeding will not erase 35 or 40 million years of wild genetic
heritage. What domestic breeding does mean is that the parrot has the potential, given informed
human companions, of remaining a delightful pet all its considerably long days. However, if the
bird’s owner does not apply knowledge, caring and sound behavioral psittacine psychology, the
bird will not only fail to fulfill its companion potential, but will usually revert to wild behavior
(especially at sexual maturity), and subsequently develop serious behavior problems. A wild
animal capable of inflicting injury can become a safety risk if it has no fear of humans. Hand-
reared parrots have no fear of people.Which of these two African Grey Parrots is imported/wild-
caught, and which domestically bred and hand-reared? The bird on the left is wild and is about
three days into his “petting” work. When working with such birds, we must be cautious, yet not
allow ourselves to be manipulated into backing off by the threatening posture. The other Grey is
co-author Thom Qualkinbush’s personal pet. Here, she illustrates that she’s aware of her own
wild heritage and is the emotional support her wild counterpart needs. Diane SchmidtThere are,
of course, many species of parrots that, because of their genetically determined temperament,
are more docile and less inclined to extreme independence and aggression. Nevertheless, it is
appropriate and necessary to outline here the Golden Rules for “bringing up baby.” Acquiring a
cuddly, newly weaned parrot and bringing it home is just the beginning. Observance of the
following guidelines will help immensely in developing a good, long-term relationship with your
hand-reared parrot.The reader may, at first glance, feel that such guidelines are too stringent for
use with a very young parrot. However, remind yourself that you will be dealing with a highly
intelligent animal with a tremendous capacity to learn, and an innate desire to fit in comfortably
with its flock—in this situation you, your family and your other pets. Additionally, consider that
you would never bring home a new kitten and neglect to teach it to use a litter pan because it
was “too young.” You would never purchase a puppy and wait until it was “old enough” to
withstand the rigors of being taken outside to accomplish elimination. Firm, loving guidelines
must be set for all young animals in order to allow them to learn what is expected of them in the
domestic setting. It is much easier to prevent potential problems than to correct them once they
have become established, maladaptive behavior. The following guidelines will sometimes vary
for different species and individuals, but are generally applicable to most parrots.GUIDELINES
FOR HANDLING A NEWLY WEANED PARROT1. Purchase a waist-high training stand
immediately. This will be money well spent, and an invaluable training tool.2. Make sure the
parrot’s primary flight feathers are clipped by someone competent to do so.3. Bring the bird
home, place it in its cage and let it adjust to cage, surroundings, family members and other pets.



The time this takes varies with the individual bird. One to four days is usually enough. Do not
spend too much time with the parrot too soon (see #5 below).4. The first time the bird is allowed
out of the cage, limit the time. This reduces the stress the parrot may feel at first. It also
establishes from the beginning that you are in control, as expressed by the fact that you
determine when the bird is returned to the cage.5. Do not initiate routines with the bird that you
will be unable to continue. For example, if you will not always be able to take the parrot out of its
cage immediately after you arrive home from work, do not do it just because the parrot is new to
your household.6. Do not open the cage door and let the bird come out, climb to the top of the
cage or go back into the cage by itself. The bird must learn that you are the one to determine
when and if these activities are to be allowed. Therefore you must be the one to place the parrot
where you want it to be. This establishes you as the person in control of the relationship just as a
parent does with a child.7. Once the parrot has been removed from its cage, hold it on your hand
for a brief period before proceeding to other activities with it.8. Do not allow the parrot to bite,
even playfully. This includes nibbling. Birds do not discriminate, at least at first, between
inanimate objects and tender flesh. Further, the parrot must never be allowed to view the use of
its beak on a person as acceptable behavior, no matter what the circumstances.9. Do not allow
the parrot on your shoulder for at least a week after it is home. Some parrots should never be
allowed on the shoulder.10. Do not allow the bird on your shoulder unless you place it it there.
Remove it when you choose the time for this.11. Teach the parrot to come on and off your hand
or arm on command.12. Do not allow the parrot to roam the floor. This presents a safety risk for
the bird and encourages it to set its own rules for what it will or will not do, giving the parrot, not
you, control of situations.13. Introduce the parrot to as many new foods as possible. Fruits,
vegetables and most human foods are fine, but avoid junk food, foods high in fat, and alcohol.14.
Do not introduce the parrot to seed if this has not already been done. Later on, it can be used as
an occasional treat.15. Set aside time each day as playtime, in addition to training time.16. Start
setting behavior guidelines for your new parrot as soon as possible. This establishes what is
expected of it at the outset and prevents undesirable behavior from becoming hard-to-break
habits.Note the submissive posture of the Umbrella Cockatoo (Cacatua alba) on the right. The
submissive mode is the behavior to look for when taming a parrot. It’s quite natural for parrots to
assume either a dominant or submisssive role when socializing. Many people feel guilt if their
parrots seem to appear submissive. A more productive and positive attitude is to respect the
parrot’s submission to your dominance. This is when the parrot is most receptive to physical
contact. Diane SchmidtAn Ebook Library parrot with properly cliped wings. This parrot will not be
able to gain altitude but will be able to flutter safely to the floor if it should attempt to fly from
cage or training stand. Scott McDonald, DVMFailure to properly clip this African Grey Parrot’s
wings caused it to fall and fracture its breastbone. Scott McDonald, DVMACQUIRING ADULT,
PREVIOUSLY OWNED PARROTSOften one will be tempted to rescue a parrot that has been
found in less than ideal circumstances, or purchase a bird from someone who no longer wants it.
This last can be especially tempting because the price asked is frequently below what one



would pay a pet store or breeder. In either case the reader should understand both the potential
hazards and drawbacks and the fact that it usually makes no difference whether the parrot was
originally hand reared or wild caught relative to problems you may encounter.The difficulty in
taking on such parrots is that more often than not, they have serious problems. Occasionally,
there may be legitimate truth to the seller’s explanation that genuine health problems preclude
continued ownership of the parrot. It is more than likely, though, that the bird screams
incessantly, picks its feathers or has become aggressive.Often the parrot’s problems have been
created unwittingly by a well-intentioned but misinformed owner, and changing these behaviors
can be frustrating and expensive. Indeed, the would-be new owner’s chances of successfully
altering such behaviors without professional help is very slim in the majority of cases, especially
since the sheer size of some of the large parrots greatly magnifies their problems.Compounding
the problem is the fact that these intelligent birds are often skillful con artists. What you see is not
always what you get. Behaving with utmost charm and sociability during a first encounter, they
may, upon arriving in their new homes, change into convincing copies of the devil incarnate.If
you feel compelled to acquire such a bird, seek professional help as soon as you get the bird
home, for unless you are extremely skilled in working with parrots such as these, you are almost
certainly doomed to failure. This is sad for the new owner but a tragedy for the bird, for its future
will consist of being shuffled from place to place, never having a chance to learn better ways of
relating and experiencing the pleasure and security of a good rapport with people.CHILDREN,
ADOLESCENTS, YOUNG ADULTS AND PARROTSParrots are not throwaway playthings.
Probably the most important factor in keeping a parrot emotionally healthy is routine provided by
a consistent caretaker. This ensures stability of diet, hygiene, schedule and handling. Children,
adolescents and young adults cannot provide this. Parrots need stability. This cannot be
stressed too strongly.For the obvious reason given above, children and parrots do not mix.
Understandably, parents want to give their children experience with the animal world. Often, a
large component of this desire is to “teach the child responsibility.” If you feel a pet is a
necessary part of your child’s learning and growing process, a cat or dog is a much better
choice. In fact, it is the only responsible choice. Children are unable to reason in adult ways (for
example, cause and effect) until they are approximately four years old. Parrots cannot reason
that a child is physically more fragile than an adult. The sudden gestures and loud exclamations
and vocalizations of children are often interpreted by parrots as serious threats, and they will
frequently react by biting (no matter how tame). Potential harm to the child from even the most
friendly parrot is not worth the risk. The potential harm to the parrot, both physically and
emotionally, are not worth the risks, either.Misinformation creates the erroneous belief that
because a parrot is tame, it is domestic, in the sense that cats or dogs are domestic. Parrot
owners who believe this also believe that their birds would never inflict damage on them or their
children. When a child then places the parrot in a threatening situation and the bird retaliates,
the parrot is then labeled as untrustworthy and dangerous. We contend that such unrealistic
attitudes lead to tragedies for both child and bird.We are reminded of an incident that could have



had terrible consequences. The parents of a two year old had several large parrots, among them
a macaw. On one occasion, the child inserted her hand into the macaw’s cage, and it bit her so
badly that for quite some time physicians were uncertain whether she would ever regain the use
of her fingers. Fortunately, the incident had a happy ending and the child suffered no permanent
impairment, but the outcome could have been just as easily the opposite.Another situation
comes to mind that indicates the inability of some adults to understand the maturity needed to
care for a parrot. One of the authors received a telephone call from a very distressed woman
who had bought a medium-sized, hand-reared parrot for her son. The child, according to her,
was longing for a pet, and had been persistent about it for long enough to convince her of his
sincerity. She confided that her son was extraordinarily bright and advanced for his age, so she
had no misgivings about purchasing the bird for his birthday. However, after having the parrot for
nearly four months, both mother and child were very disappointed. The woman stated that her
child could not handle the bird without being bitten. The boy was now afraid of the parrot, as was
she. After hearing this sad story, the author finally had an opportunity to ask how old the child
was. The mother replied that he had just turned four years old!When children and parrots are
developing a relationship, they need close supervision. A large parrot may cause serious injury
to a child. Young children must learn how to behave around parrots. It is the adult’s responsibility
to prevent injury and emotional trauma to both child and parrot. Thorn QualkinbushParrots’
beaks are to be respected. Although this injury was very unpleasant and painful, it could have
been much worse. What if that had been a five-year-old child’s finger? Please supervise
vulnerable children and parrots, and help educate adults of the dangers as well as the pleasures
of parrot ownership. Steve IsenbergGenerally, where adolescents and young adults are
concerned, the inability of either to provide the stability a parrot requires should be adequate
reason to discourage the acquisition of a companion parrot. During the teen and young adult
years, the individual’s tasks include acquiring an education or job skills, finding a mate,
launching a career and establishing a family. Obviously, such activities are time consuming, and
the parrot will suffer as a result. College campuses are full of unwanted cats and dogs left behind
by their owners when summer break rolls around. Parrots should not be added to this pathetic
list.Often, young marrieds desire to have a parrot as a companion. They feel they can give a bird
the care and stability it requires. In many cases this is possible, and the bird becomes a
cherished family friend. However, in more than just a few isolated cases, the parrot becomes a
child surrogate. Then when human children begin to arrive, the parrot often reacts with jealousy,
creating distress for the adults and potential danger to the human infant. Parrots can learn to
adjust to and accept children as they come into the family. However, they must be helped to do
this, and new parents frequently do not feel the time and effort required are “worth it.” This is sad
example of a throwaway attitude about an animal when it becomes an inconvenience.In a home
where there are young children, please consider the following suggestions:1. The parrot should
be the sole responsibility of the adult who acquired it. It is unfair to expect a child to provide the
care these birds require without ongoing supervision in the adult’s presence.2. Never leave a



child alone with any parrot, no matter how tame the bird is.3. If you wish to allow your child to pet
the parrot, the bird should be perched on the adult’s arm and the adult should have full control of
the bird’s head.4. Young hand-reared parrots may be allowed to perch on a child’s arm, but only
after the adult has made a decision about safety for both child and bird.5. Practice good hygiene
in handling of bird and child. Do not touch your child after cleaning the cage unless you have first
washed your hands. Conversely, do not handle the parrot after changing an infant’s diapers
unless you have also washed your hands.Remember that once a child becomes afraid of a
parrot, overcoming this fear will be difficult. In the same way, once a parrot becomes afraid of a
child, it may be impossible to reverse its fear, not only of the particular child, but of children in
general.One further comment about parrots and children involves allergies. Some children are
highly allergic to any kind of animal dander. Parents of such children, not wanting them to miss
the experience of growing up with a pet, often purchase a parrot, not realizing birds also produce
dander to which the child may be allergic. Consult your child’s doctor if this is a potential
problem.PAIR-BONDING: WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?The concept of pair-
bonding is very important to the parrot/human relationship. It is one of the genetic characteristics
that can make a parrot a marvelous companion, but it can also create problems when the bird
reaches sexual maturity. As with so many avian traits, the trick is to understand how to
emphasize the positive aspects of pair-bonding while minimizing the negative aspects.The pair-
bond is defined as “a nonaggressive, mutually beneficial relationship between a sexually mature
male and female bird. This pair-bond may be strong and last as long as both mates are
alive” (Coyle 1987). In the bonded relationship, contacts between birds are continually
strengthened by behavior that modifies all of the pair’s interactions with each other. Such
behaviors include mutual preening, feeding, roosting and defense of each other and their mutual
territory. The pair-bond also functions to reduce potential aggression between the bonded
pair.The pair-bond is especially important to birds such as parrots, which live long lives and
produce relatively few young. Most mammals do not pair-bond in the sense that birds do
because mammalian offspring, in general, do not have long infancies in which they are totally
helpless and require intensive nurturing for many weeks (Kavenau 1987). Parrot offspring have
long infancies and require more parental care than many other birds. It is therefore necessary
that the male as well as the female be involved in their care. The pair-bond ensures that the hen
will have the necessary help while discharging her parental duties. Some male parrots such as
cockatiels and cockatoos actually help with the incubation of eggs, while males of other species
feed the hen as she incubates, guard the nest entrance and then actively feed the young after
they have hatched.Although we do not know exactly what determines the nature of the bond
between a pair of parrots, there are three components that are probably operative: mutual
attachment to common territory, comfortable familiarity with each other and genuine affection.
Welty and Baptista (1988) give an account of black ducks that were observed during a fall
courtship and pair formation. On two separate occasions, partners of birds shot by local hunters
could not be induced to leave their stricken mates.A similar story was related to one of the



authors, this time concerning a pair of mallard ducks (Soucek 1991). Driving home on a narrow
country road after dark some years ago, Gayle Soucek and her companion saw a lifeless hen
mallard in the center of the road. Her mate was standing on her body and screaming with what
Soucek stated sounded very like grief. She had never heard a mallard make such continuous
keening cries. Even though they attempted to move the drake out of harm’s way, he refused to
leave his mate’s body. Eventually, Soucek and her friend had to move the hen’s body to the
verge of the road in order to coax the male away. As they drove away, the male was still next to
his mate, keening in the same eerie fashion.Similar stories are reported from Australia by those
who have observed poisoned cockatoos. These birds’ mates refuse to leave them, often tugging
at the corpses and vocalizing to them in an attempt to get them to move.The pair-bonding trait in
a parrot destined to be a companion confers some very desirable characteristics. Among these
are loyalty, affection and, to some extent, diminished aggressive tendencies directed toward its
human “mate.”There are, however, some negative aspects of pair-bonding regarding the parrot’s
attachment to a favored person. The parrot will often, especially at the onset of sexual maturity,
bond with one person exclusively. The bird perceives its person as a true mate, and will often
attempt to preen, courtship-feed and copulate with the person who is so honored. The parrot will
begin to exercise all the prerogatives of a mated bird, including defending its “mate” against all
comers, often biting other family members to drive them away. The cage becomes a potential
nesting site, again causing the parrot to bite in attempts to defend this important territory from
“predators” and unwanted interference. It is not at all uncommon for the bird to bite its human
“mate” in an effort to drive her/him away from perceived “danger,” most usually another family
member the parrot sees as competition. This type of biting is called displacement biting, and
although not intended to express aggression to the favored one, can nevertheless be extremely
painful. In addition, these bites are often experienced by the human as being unexpected and
unprovoked. (When a parrot bites its mate in this fashion in the wild, all that happens is that it
gets a mouth full of feathers. The mate gets the point and moves away. When the bird bites its
human mate surrogate, a large portion of tender flesh is assaulted by a beak that may be fully
capable of cracking a Brazil nut in one crunch!)Although these potential drawbacks occur with
the parrot, which is genetically programmed to pair-bond with a mate, they may never manifest
themselves in the parrot/human bond. It depends on how consistently the bird has been
socialized and guided into behavior that is appropriate in the domestic setting from the time it
was a youngster. It also depends on the consistency with which the parrot’s human companion
has set and reinforced behavior guidelines relative to behavior that will not be tolerated (e.g.,
biting for any reason). This can be done so successfully that when the parrot reaches sexual
maturity, it will remain as loving and docile a pet as when it was a weanling. The mature parrot
will exhibit more adult characteristics than those appropriate to infancy and immaturity, just as
children do when they grow up. But as with adult children, the relationship with the adult parrot
can be just as close and loving.A good way to ensure that this is the case (in addition to
adhering to the guidelines on page 20) is to allow, perhaps even insist, that adult and adolescent



family members handle the parrot regularly. Cleaning and feeding chores should also be divided
in the same way. The parrot is then forced to relate to several family members as providers of
attention and food. It also accepts that the cage is not its sole property. It is helpful as well if the
parrot sees as wide a variety of people as possible, if this is at all possible. Most often, parrots
that remain outgoing and gentle are the ones that have had a great deal of contact with many
people. These birds are much less apt to bond strongly to just one person. Handling by only one
person tends to develop a personality that will be at greater risk of developing negative
behaviors sometimes associated with extreme bonding.PARROT PERSONALITY PROFILESAll
species have many personality attributes, which we customarily term positive or negative and
which are possessed because of their survival value. Such attributes are determined by
evolution, to equip them with the maximum ability to survive and pass their genes on to the next
generation. They have nothing to do with equipping the parrot to be the “ideal” companion. It is
therefore necessary to understand that any personality trait is neither bad nor good; it merely is.
The prospective owner must decide for himself what constellation of traits he is willing to tolerate
and work with. For example, if you do not like noise, are intimidated by a large beak and live in a
small home or apartment, no matter how beautiful and appealing a macaw is, it is not the bird for
you. You will enjoy your parrot friend much more if you select a smaller, quieter and gentler
bird.In our discussion of parrot personality characteristics, we will first address the pair-bonding
species, both common and uncommon. We will then discuss the nonpair-bonding species in the
same order. Less detail will be included for these birds, for many are primarily kept as aviary and
breeding specimens by avicultural specialists, rather than as family companions. However, some
of these birds can and do make good pets, especially for those who wish a bird that is very
undemanding of social interaction with its owners.In addition, it should be remembered that
each parrot is an individual. The traits discussed here are generalizations. The bird’s singular
personality is the most important factor to consider in deciding which will be a member of your
family.Last, we will discuss parrots that should never be kept as pets. These are the birds that
are endangered and should only be in the hands of serious, expert breeders. Some of these
parrots are kept as pets, and many make superb companions. However, we hope that the reader
will decide against such birds as potential companions. If you do own such a parrot, consider
placing it in a breeding program when it becomes sexually mature.PAIR-BONDING PARROTS:
COMMONAfrican Grey Parrot (Psittacus erithacus erithacus, subspecies timneh)These parrots
are highly desired as companions, not only for their outstanding ability to talk, but also because
of their incredible intelligence. There is a mystique, an aura about the African Grey that is difficult
to describe but is nonetheless undeniably present. For many, the Grey is the ultimate avian
companion, the ultimate parrot. Rosemary Low (1980) states that “there can never have been so
many cherished pets among parrots as Greys. The Duke of Bedford, in Parrots and Parrot-Like
Birds (1969), says of the Grey, “Once he has really given you his heart—and very often only one
person is so honoured—he is always gentle except under great provocation...”African Grey
Parrots tend to be very suspicious of new people, objects and environments. They are highly



strung, somewhat nervous birds, very sensitive to the emotional content of any situation. It is
rare for this parrot to talk in the presence of those it does not know. A frightened Grey will growl,
a sound like nothing else on earth. These parrots are also known for their predisposition to
feather picking, plucking and mutilation. Such behavior is often (although not always) initiated as
an expression of stress or boredom. A Grey that is neglected is a prime candidate for this
distressing habit, which, once begun, is very hard to correct, especially without professional
help.Although this parrot has the potential for becoming the best possible psittacine companion,
no one should even consider one of these grand birds unless willing to make the commitment to
provide the high degree of emotional care they need and deserve.The African Grey needs much
more dietary calcium than most other parrots, and every effort must be made to meet this need.
Otherwise, the bird may eventually develop hypocalcemic syndrome, suffering convulsions and
eventually dying, unless immediate veterinary care is sought.Ebook Library Parrots (Ebook
Librarya)There are many species in this group, some commonly kept as pets and some so rare
that to breed them, one must have a permit from the federal government. As a group, Ebook
Library parrots are bundles of contradictions. Some are comical and entertaining, others aloof
and sedate. They may be very social, or prone to moodiness. They can be very curious about
their people and environment, or largely uninterested. Some are beautiful, and others rather
plain. They can be very predictable, but also very unpredictable. They can be very gentle, or very
rough; very adaptable, or very inflexible. All of these traits can be exhibited not only from species
to species, but also within the same bird throughout the day! Ebook Library parrots are very
special. Most of this group are very noisy, and many are wonderful talkers. They have powerful
beaks and many do not hesitate to use them for purposes of resculpting furniture or flesh if the
notion takes them. Ebook Librarys are not for everyone.Most Ebook Librarys are very intelligent,
and with proper handling can make delightful companions. However, they are strong willed and
stubborn, liking nothing better than to be the dominant member of any relationship. This can
cause serious problems for the person who does not understand how to deal with it.One
characteristic of many of this group is the potential for serious aggression upon reaching sexual
maturity. The authors cannot overemphasize that the person who acquires an Ebook Library
must be fully aware of this possibility and raise the bird in such a way that it does not become a
problem in later years. It is a heartbreaking experience to have a dear pet “turn on you.” Both of
the authors have in their breeding programs Ebook Library parrots that were given up by their
owners because the parrots attacked their faces, requiring trips to the local hospital for
suturing.In spite of all the above, Ebook Library parrots can be tremendously satisfying
companions if given proper guidance and socialization.As previously stated, it all depends on
the amount of care and commitment you are willing to devote to these birds, and your
willingness to accept all the traits that make an Ebook Library what it is.Three of this group, the
Yellow-Naped Ebook Library (Ebook Librarya ochrocephala auropalliata), the Yellow-Fronted
Ebook Library (A. ochrocephala ochrocephala) and the Double-Yellow-Headed Ebook Library
(A. ochrocephala tresmariae) are among the best talkers in the parrot world. Although they may



remain sweet and docile all their lives, they have an especially marked potential for aggression if
not handled wisely from their youth. The Yellow-Naped Ebook Library seems to be particularly
prone to this behavior.The Blue-Fronted Ebook Library (A. aestiva aestiva) is an extremely
popular parrot. Its attractive plumage, outstanding talking ability and clownlike personality are all
pluses. Although it can be aggressive, it tends to be more sedate upon maturity, especially if its
humans have taken care to socialize it properly.Ebook Library parrots such as the Mexican Red-
Headed (or as it is otherwise known, the Green-Cheeked Ebook Library) (A. veridiginalis) is a
quiet, docile bird, and is much less aggressive and strong willed than other Ebook Librarys
discussed thus far. Many of these delightful parrots are kept as companions. However, their
numbers have drastically declined in their range country, and they are endangered. Some
aviculturists are now giving their attention to captive breeding of this species. The authors would
not go so far as to say that this parrot should not be kept as a companion. However, the
responsible course would be to place the bird in a breeding situation at maturity, so that its
numbers do not decline in captivity as well as in its native habitat.Another Ebook Library parrot
that is an outstanding companion is the Mealy (A. farinosa farinosa), or its subspecies, the Plain-
Colored Ebook Library (A. farinosa inornata). There are simply no words to describe the
splendid companion characteristics of this bird. A very large parrot, sometimes measuring
almost twenty inches in length, it is nevertheless one of the sweetest, most gentle of all Ebook
Librarys. Very steady, it rarely resorts to nipping. At maturity, it usually becomes sweeter, and
serious sexual aggression does not seem to be a part of its nature. Some of these birds talk and
sing exceptionally well; others are only moderate talkers. But for sheer delight as an intelligent,
devoted friend, they are hard to beat.2Which Parrot Is for You?It is not my goal to hurt you...This
writing is attributed to an African Grey Parrot named GoTizo. Her name, in the native lanugage of
the African region from which she comes, means “Voice of Human.” The entire piece is titled “Do
Parrots Talk?” Diane Schmidt“But no one ever told me these things.” Often those who have
acquired parrots as companions make this statement, sometimes in amused chagrin,
sometimes in disappointment. Parrots are among the finest companions, but only for those who
have “done their homework.” Having a good relationship with a parrot requires that the would-be
owner investigate which of the 350-some species of this tribe will best fit his lifestyle. It also
requires that the owner make the necessary commitment to the bird’s emotional as well as
physical health. Owners must recognize that even though the parrot is tame, even perhaps hand
reared, it is not domestic in the sense that a cat or dog is. Parrots are intelligent creatures with a
wild genetic heritage that have learned to adapt, with varying degrees of success, to the
domestic setting.This chapter is intended to help the reader make the necessary choices and
decisions about acquiring a parrot as a companion. Knowing beforehand what a mutually
enjoyable relationship with a parrot entails is the best way to ensure the desired results. These
results can rarely be achieved when a bird is bought on impulse, or with the mistaken notion that
it is a “low-maintenance” pet.WHAT MAKES A PARROT A DESIRABLE PET?Parrots carry with
them an element of mystery. Living in close proximity with an essentially wild animal provides a



sense of closeness with nature that is increasingly rare in urban society. Parrots, indeed all birds,
have incredibly ancient lineages. They are probably direct lineal descendants of dinosaurs,
making them modern dinosaurs. The eyes of birds seem to reflect an ancient wisdom, a
“collective consciousness” at which we geologically young humans can only guess. There is so
much we do not know about parrots.The beauty of most parrots is undeniably an important
factor in their desirability as pets. Many also have a characteristically regal bearing that
enhances plumage and displays it to perfection. The marvelous color combinations possessed
by parrots are a direct and dramatic contrast to the often drab colors of our native songbirds. It is
interesting that even among dedicated birdwatchers, there is often much more excitement at
having spotted a scarlet tanager than a dun-colored cowbird. People are visually drawn to
dramatic colors.The fact that all birds possess feathers also draws people to them. Feathers
imply flight, which always fascinates us. The power of flight confers a lifestyle so different from
our earthbound one that we can only guess at what it must be like. Birds live in the midst of this
mystery. By sharing our lives with them, we vicariously experience something of a lifestyle that
will always be impossible for us to achieve.Parrots are extremely intelligent. As with dogs or cats,
this makes them very attractive as companions and friends. It has been stated by those who
work with parrots on the behavioral/learning level that they may possess the intelligence of a five-
year-old child. Other researchers opine that parrots may be at least equal in intelligence to
whales and dolphins. Parrots, jays and crows are generally acknowledged to be the most
intelligent of all birds, and even have some concept of numbers—a concept that is difficult even
for chimpanzees and gorillas to grasp.Most people associate the ability to mimic with parrots
and believe that this is their most important characteristic. Although many parrots do have the
ability to mimic, not all do so. Even within the species known for outstanding talking ability
(African Grey Parrots, Yellow-Naped Ebook Librarys, Blue-Fronted Ebook Librarys, Yellow-
Fronted Ebook Librarys and Double Yellow-Headed Ebook Librarys), this ability varies
tremendously among individuals. While this is accounted for in part by the bird’s genetic
predisposition to talk, it is also dependent to a large degree on the bird’s experience in its
domestic setting. Additionally, it may no longer be accurate to speak of the parrot’s ability to
“mimic” Many who have long and close relationships with their birds commonly report that their
parrots use cognitive speech. In other words, the bird knows what it is saying and uses speech
appropriately on many occasions.The work of Dr. Irene Pepperberg with Alex, an African Grey
Parrot, has demonstrated beyond any doubt that some birds, at least, have the ability to learn
concepts and employ them appropriately in the majority of cases. Naturally, to know that one’s
bird may be able to communicate on a deeper level than mere mimicry is a compelling reason to
share one’s life with such a parrot. However, as fascinating as this potential is, it is far better to
have a parrot with a steady, affectionate nature. If the bird also talks, so much the better. “Pretty
is as pretty does!”In some ways, parrots can become our mirrors, although we are usually not
aware of this on a conscious level. Nevertheless, this phenomenon exists. For example, we have
noticed many times that when people have the good fortune to live with a happy, healthy parrot



in a state of mutual enjoyment, these same people also have good relationships with their
children. They seem to have related in the same way to their birds as to their children, with the
same happy results!The companionship of parrots is a gift from them to us. Not genetically
programmed to give us their friendship or loyalty, nevertheless, many, many of them do. This
offering should not be undervalued or trivialized. To have a friendship with such a bird means a
conscious commitment on the owner’s part to return the same degree of loyalty, trust, concern—
all of the components that nurture a satisfactory relationship. Individuals who ignore this truth
forfeit their parrots’ friendships. Comradeship with a parrot is never a question of the owner and
the owned. It is always an alliance based on mutual agreement and trust.The issue of status
should be mentioned in connection with parrot ownership. Buying a parrot because it is “macho,”
expensive, rare, amusing or different is irresponsible. The same can be said of acquiring one as
an ornament. These birds are intelligent, sentient creatures whose lives have intrinsic value to
themselves, aside from any other attribute they may possess that makes people want them.
True, people do purchase parrots for the wrong reasons—their rarity and expense is sometimes
used to proclaim the economic status of their owners—but the parrot acquired for such reasons
inevitably experiences emotional and physical tragedy. Parrots are not throwaways, to be
possessed because they are “trendy.” The only true justification for sharing one’s life with any
animal is the honest desire to provide enhanced quality of life through commitment to its
emotional and physical well-being.EXPECTATIONS: THE WILD-CAUGHT PARROT VS. THE
DOMESTICALLY BRED, HAND-REARED PARROTThe person wishing to acquire a parrot to
share his life has two sources from which to choose: the wild-caught import market and the
domestic market. As conservation of parrots in their range countries assumes increasing
urgency, the availability of imported birds has waned. And as advances in husbandry and health
care make it possible to breed exotic birds with increasing success, breeders are producing
more domestically bred, hand-reared parrots. To be sure, a hand-reared parrot youngster has
the potential to become a better pet than a wild-caught bird that may already have been fully
adult at the time of capture and is thus much less amenable to learning the skills necessary for
happy adaptation to life in a family setting. However, when discussing the companion potential of
the hand-reared bird, certain limitations must be recognized, since most people have unrealistic
expectations of such a parrot. The following is a discussion of what can and cannot be expected
of both wild-caught and domestic parrots.Let us first talk about the wild-caught parrot. This bird,
as the term obviously implies, has been trapped in its range country by a variety of methods and
sold to a broker, who in turn sells the bird to an importer in the United States or other country to
which the bird is not indigenous. There are serious ethical and moral issues surrounding such
practices, and these have been addressed and corrected by federal legislation as well as by
international treaties such as CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Flora and Fauna).Although it can be very difficult to gentle a wild-caught parrot, it is not
impossible to do so; indeed, some of these birds have become dear companions, flourishing in
the family setting. It is far more common, though, for the owner to find that he does not possess



the time, skill, patience and physical courage to effect such a result. To teach a wild animal to
live in the unfamiliar surroundings of captivity requires change, on the part of bird and owner,
and since the experiences involved in change are frequently painful and inconvenient, it may
seem, at least in the short term, more pleasant and less trouble to avoid them. As a result, the
parrot often lives a solitary life in its cage, ignored and poorly cared for, as its humans lose
interest in a creature whose sole aim in life appears to be aggression and hate.This is not to say
that all individuals who purchase a wild-caught parrot will experience this. Those who have had
great success in helping such a bird become a happy, outgoing avian friend state that they
would not have missed such an experience for the world. The bonding that occurs between
parrot and human in such a circumstance is unique and cannot be duplicated with any other
companion animal. Nevertheless, it is not recommended that those other than the extremely
experienced ever attempt to gentle a wild parrot. The potential for serious damage to both bird
and person is too great, and the chance of success far too small, to justify such an
undertaking.All of the foregoing logically leads us to the question of the hand-reared parrot.
Such birds are imprinted at birth, or shortly thereafter, on humans. If the bird has been reared by
a human surrogate from the moment of hatching, it will have never known others of its kind,
unless it had clutchmates that were also being hand reared. If the baby was removed from the
nest for hand rearing between three to four weeks of age, the same imprinting occurs. Because
the bird has not learned defensive responses toward humans as a baby, it readily accepts
companionship with people. So the parrot will never bite, right? It will never pick its feathers, or
pull them out, or mutilate itself, right? It will never scream like a wild bird, right? It will never
become aggressive when it matures sexually, right? Wrong!!!!And hereby hangs the tale
concerning the domestically bred bird: It is tame, but not domestic. The mere fact that it was
bred in captivity does not mean it is a domestic animal It merely means that the bird is tame
when it is weaned and sold as a companion. It does not mean that the bird will stay this way.
Three or four generations of captive breeding will not erase 35 or 40 million years of wild genetic
heritage. What domestic breeding does mean is that the parrot has the potential, given informed
human companions, of remaining a delightful pet all its considerably long days. However, if the
bird’s owner does not apply knowledge, caring and sound behavioral psittacine psychology, the
bird will not only fail to fulfill its companion potential, but will usually revert to wild behavior
(especially at sexual maturity), and subsequently develop serious behavior problems. A wild
animal capable of inflicting injury can become a safety risk if it has no fear of humans. Hand-
reared parrots have no fear of people.Which of these two African Grey Parrots is imported/wild-
caught, and which domestically bred and hand-reared? The bird on the left is wild and is about
three days into his “petting” work. When working with such birds, we must be cautious, yet not
allow ourselves to be manipulated into backing off by the threatening posture. The other Grey is
co-author Thom Qualkinbush’s personal pet. Here, she illustrates that she’s aware of her own
wild heritage and is the emotional support her wild counterpart needs. Diane SchmidtThere are,
of course, many species of parrots that, because of their genetically determined temperament,



are more docile and less inclined to extreme independence and aggression. Nevertheless, it is
appropriate and necessary to outline here the Golden Rules for “bringing up baby.” Acquiring a
cuddly, newly weaned parrot and bringing it home is just the beginning. Observance of the
following guidelines will help immensely in developing a good, long-term relationship with your
hand-reared parrot.The reader may, at first glance, feel that such guidelines are too stringent for
use with a very young parrot. However, remind yourself that you will be dealing with a highly
intelligent animal with a tremendous capacity to learn, and an innate desire to fit in comfortably
with its flock—in this situation you, your family and your other pets. Additionally, consider that
you would never bring home a new kitten and neglect to teach it to use a litter pan because it
was “too young.” You would never purchase a puppy and wait until it was “old enough” to
withstand the rigors of being taken outside to accomplish elimination. Firm, loving guidelines
must be set for all young animals in order to allow them to learn what is expected of them in the
domestic setting. It is much easier to prevent potential problems than to correct them once they
have become established, maladaptive behavior. The following guidelines will sometimes vary
for different species and individuals, but are generally applicable to most parrots.GUIDELINES
FOR HANDLING A NEWLY WEANED PARROT1. Purchase a waist-high training stand
immediately. This will be money well spent, and an invaluable training tool.2. Make sure the
parrot’s primary flight feathers are clipped by someone competent to do so.3. Bring the bird
home, place it in its cage and let it adjust to cage, surroundings, family members and other pets.
The time this takes varies with the individual bird. One to four days is usually enough. Do not
spend too much time with the parrot too soon (see #5 below).4. The first time the bird is allowed
out of the cage, limit the time. This reduces the stress the parrot may feel at first. It also
establishes from the beginning that you are in control, as expressed by the fact that you
determine when the bird is returned to the cage.5. Do not initiate routines with the bird that you
will be unable to continue. For example, if you will not always be able to take the parrot out of its
cage immediately after you arrive home from work, do not do it just because the parrot is new to
your household.6. Do not open the cage door and let the bird come out, climb to the top of the
cage or go back into the cage by itself. The bird must learn that you are the one to determine
when and if these activities are to be allowed. Therefore you must be the one to place the parrot
where you want it to be. This establishes you as the person in control of the relationship just as a
parent does with a child.7. Once the parrot has been removed from its cage, hold it on your hand
for a brief period before proceeding to other activities with it.8. Do not allow the parrot to bite,
even playfully. This includes nibbling. Birds do not discriminate, at least at first, between
inanimate objects and tender flesh. Further, the parrot must never be allowed to view the use of
its beak on a person as acceptable behavior, no matter what the circumstances.9. Do not allow
the parrot on your shoulder for at least a week after it is home. Some parrots should never be
allowed on the shoulder.10. Do not allow the bird on your shoulder unless you place it it there.
Remove it when you choose the time for this.11. Teach the parrot to come on and off your hand
or arm on command.12. Do not allow the parrot to roam the floor. This presents a safety risk for



the bird and encourages it to set its own rules for what it will or will not do, giving the parrot, not
you, control of situations.13. Introduce the parrot to as many new foods as possible. Fruits,
vegetables and most human foods are fine, but avoid junk food, foods high in fat, and alcohol.14.
Do not introduce the parrot to seed if this has not already been done. Later on, it can be used as
an occasional treat.15. Set aside time each day as playtime, in addition to training time.16. Start
setting behavior guidelines for your new parrot as soon as possible. This establishes what is
expected of it at the outset and prevents undesirable behavior from becoming hard-to-break
habits.Note the submissive posture of the Umbrella Cockatoo (Cacatua alba) on the right. The
submissive mode is the behavior to look for when taming a parrot. It’s quite natural for parrots to
assume either a dominant or submisssive role when socializing. Many people feel guilt if their
parrots seem to appear submissive. A more productive and positive attitude is to respect the
parrot’s submission to your dominance. This is when the parrot is most receptive to physical
contact. Diane SchmidtAn Ebook Library parrot with properly cliped wings. This parrot will not be
able to gain altitude but will be able to flutter safely to the floor if it should attempt to fly from
cage or training stand. Scott McDonald, DVMFailure to properly clip this African Grey Parrot’s
wings caused it to fall and fracture its breastbone. Scott McDonald, DVMACQUIRING ADULT,
PREVIOUSLY OWNED PARROTSOften one will be tempted to rescue a parrot that has been
found in less than ideal circumstances, or purchase a bird from someone who no longer wants it.
This last can be especially tempting because the price asked is frequently below what one
would pay a pet store or breeder. In either case the reader should understand both the potential
hazards and drawbacks and the fact that it usually makes no difference whether the parrot was
originally hand reared or wild caught relative to problems you may encounter.The difficulty in
taking on such parrots is that more often than not, they have serious problems. Occasionally,
there may be legitimate truth to the seller’s explanation that genuine health problems preclude
continued ownership of the parrot. It is more than likely, though, that the bird screams
incessantly, picks its feathers or has become aggressive.Often the parrot’s problems have been
created unwittingly by a well-intentioned but misinformed owner, and changing these behaviors
can be frustrating and expensive. Indeed, the would-be new owner’s chances of successfully
altering such behaviors without professional help is very slim in the majority of cases, especially
since the sheer size of some of the large parrots greatly magnifies their problems.Compounding
the problem is the fact that these intelligent birds are often skillful con artists. What you see is not
always what you get. Behaving with utmost charm and sociability during a first encounter, they
may, upon arriving in their new homes, change into convincing copies of the devil incarnate.If
you feel compelled to acquire such a bird, seek professional help as soon as you get the bird
home, for unless you are extremely skilled in working with parrots such as these, you are almost
certainly doomed to failure. This is sad for the new owner but a tragedy for the bird, for its future
will consist of being shuffled from place to place, never having a chance to learn better ways of
relating and experiencing the pleasure and security of a good rapport with people.CHILDREN,
ADOLESCENTS, YOUNG ADULTS AND PARROTSParrots are not throwaway playthings.



Probably the most important factor in keeping a parrot emotionally healthy is routine provided by
a consistent caretaker. This ensures stability of diet, hygiene, schedule and handling. Children,
adolescents and young adults cannot provide this. Parrots need stability. This cannot be
stressed too strongly.For the obvious reason given above, children and parrots do not mix.
Understandably, parents want to give their children experience with the animal world. Often, a
large component of this desire is to “teach the child responsibility.” If you feel a pet is a
necessary part of your child’s learning and growing process, a cat or dog is a much better
choice. In fact, it is the only responsible choice. Children are unable to reason in adult ways (for
example, cause and effect) until they are approximately four years old. Parrots cannot reason
that a child is physically more fragile than an adult. The sudden gestures and loud exclamations
and vocalizations of children are often interpreted by parrots as serious threats, and they will
frequently react by biting (no matter how tame). Potential harm to the child from even the most
friendly parrot is not worth the risk. The potential harm to the parrot, both physically and
emotionally, are not worth the risks, either.Misinformation creates the erroneous belief that
because a parrot is tame, it is domestic, in the sense that cats or dogs are domestic. Parrot
owners who believe this also believe that their birds would never inflict damage on them or their
children. When a child then places the parrot in a threatening situation and the bird retaliates,
the parrot is then labeled as untrustworthy and dangerous. We contend that such unrealistic
attitudes lead to tragedies for both child and bird.We are reminded of an incident that could have
had terrible consequences. The parents of a two year old had several large parrots, among them
a macaw. On one occasion, the child inserted her hand into the macaw’s cage, and it bit her so
badly that for quite some time physicians were uncertain whether she would ever regain the use
of her fingers. Fortunately, the incident had a happy ending and the child suffered no permanent
impairment, but the outcome could have been just as easily the opposite.Another situation
comes to mind that indicates the inability of some adults to understand the maturity needed to
care for a parrot. One of the authors received a telephone call from a very distressed woman
who had bought a medium-sized, hand-reared parrot for her son. The child, according to her,
was longing for a pet, and had been persistent about it for long enough to convince her of his
sincerity. She confided that her son was extraordinarily bright and advanced for his age, so she
had no misgivings about purchasing the bird for his birthday. However, after having the parrot for
nearly four months, both mother and child were very disappointed. The woman stated that her
child could not handle the bird without being bitten. The boy was now afraid of the parrot, as was
she. After hearing this sad story, the author finally had an opportunity to ask how old the child
was. The mother replied that he had just turned four years old!When children and parrots are
developing a relationship, they need close supervision. A large parrot may cause serious injury
to a child. Young children must learn how to behave around parrots. It is the adult’s responsibility
to prevent injury and emotional trauma to both child and parrot. Thorn QualkinbushParrots’
beaks are to be respected. Although this injury was very unpleasant and painful, it could have
been much worse. What if that had been a five-year-old child’s finger? Please supervise



vulnerable children and parrots, and help educate adults of the dangers as well as the pleasures
of parrot ownership. Steve IsenbergGenerally, where adolescents and young adults are
concerned, the inability of either to provide the stability a parrot requires should be adequate
reason to discourage the acquisition of a companion parrot. During the teen and young adult
years, the individual’s tasks include acquiring an education or job skills, finding a mate,
launching a career and establishing a family. Obviously, such activities are time consuming, and
the parrot will suffer as a result. College campuses are full of unwanted cats and dogs left behind
by their owners when summer break rolls around. Parrots should not be added to this pathetic
list.Often, young marrieds desire to have a parrot as a companion. They feel they can give a bird
the care and stability it requires. In many cases this is possible, and the bird becomes a
cherished family friend. However, in more than just a few isolated cases, the parrot becomes a
child surrogate. Then when human children begin to arrive, the parrot often reacts with jealousy,
creating distress for the adults and potential danger to the human infant. Parrots can learn to
adjust to and accept children as they come into the family. However, they must be helped to do
this, and new parents frequently do not feel the time and effort required are “worth it.” This is sad
example of a throwaway attitude about an animal when it becomes an inconvenience.In a home
where there are young children, please consider the following suggestions:1. The parrot should
be the sole responsibility of the adult who acquired it. It is unfair to expect a child to provide the
care these birds require without ongoing supervision in the adult’s presence.2. Never leave a
child alone with any parrot, no matter how tame the bird is.3. If you wish to allow your child to pet
the parrot, the bird should be perched on the adult’s arm and the adult should have full control of
the bird’s head.4. Young hand-reared parrots may be allowed to perch on a child’s arm, but only
after the adult has made a decision about safety for both child and bird.5. Practice good hygiene
in handling of bird and child. Do not touch your child after cleaning the cage unless you have first
washed your hands. Conversely, do not handle the parrot after changing an infant’s diapers
unless you have also washed your hands.Remember that once a child becomes afraid of a
parrot, overcoming this fear will be difficult. In the same way, once a parrot becomes afraid of a
child, it may be impossible to reverse its fear, not only of the particular child, but of children in
general.One further comment about parrots and children involves allergies. Some children are
highly allergic to any kind of animal dander. Parents of such children, not wanting them to miss
the experience of growing up with a pet, often purchase a parrot, not realizing birds also produce
dander to which the child may be allergic. Consult your child’s doctor if this is a potential
problem.PAIR-BONDING: WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?The concept of pair-
bonding is very important to the parrot/human relationship. It is one of the genetic characteristics
that can make a parrot a marvelous companion, but it can also create problems when the bird
reaches sexual maturity. As with so many avian traits, the trick is to understand how to
emphasize the positive aspects of pair-bonding while minimizing the negative aspects.The pair-
bond is defined as “a nonaggressive, mutually beneficial relationship between a sexually mature
male and female bird. This pair-bond may be strong and last as long as both mates are



alive” (Coyle 1987). In the bonded relationship, contacts between birds are continually
strengthened by behavior that modifies all of the pair’s interactions with each other. Such
behaviors include mutual preening, feeding, roosting and defense of each other and their mutual
territory. The pair-bond also functions to reduce potential aggression between the bonded
pair.The pair-bond is especially important to birds such as parrots, which live long lives and
produce relatively few young. Most mammals do not pair-bond in the sense that birds do
because mammalian offspring, in general, do not have long infancies in which they are totally
helpless and require intensive nurturing for many weeks (Kavenau 1987). Parrot offspring have
long infancies and require more parental care than many other birds. It is therefore necessary
that the male as well as the female be involved in their care. The pair-bond ensures that the hen
will have the necessary help while discharging her parental duties. Some male parrots such as
cockatiels and cockatoos actually help with the incubation of eggs, while males of other species
feed the hen as she incubates, guard the nest entrance and then actively feed the young after
they have hatched.Although we do not know exactly what determines the nature of the bond
between a pair of parrots, there are three components that are probably operative: mutual
attachment to common territory, comfortable familiarity with each other and genuine affection.
Welty and Baptista (1988) give an account of black ducks that were observed during a fall
courtship and pair formation. On two separate occasions, partners of birds shot by local hunters
could not be induced to leave their stricken mates.A similar story was related to one of the
authors, this time concerning a pair of mallard ducks (Soucek 1991). Driving home on a narrow
country road after dark some years ago, Gayle Soucek and her companion saw a lifeless hen
mallard in the center of the road. Her mate was standing on her body and screaming with what
Soucek stated sounded very like grief. She had never heard a mallard make such continuous
keening cries. Even though they attempted to move the drake out of harm’s way, he refused to
leave his mate’s body. Eventually, Soucek and her friend had to move the hen’s body to the
verge of the road in order to coax the male away. As they drove away, the male was still next to
his mate, keening in the same eerie fashion.Similar stories are reported from Australia by those
who have observed poisoned cockatoos. These birds’ mates refuse to leave them, often tugging
at the corpses and vocalizing to them in an attempt to get them to move.The pair-bonding trait in
a parrot destined to be a companion confers some very desirable characteristics. Among these
are loyalty, affection and, to some extent, diminished aggressive tendencies directed toward its
human “mate.”There are, however, some negative aspects of pair-bonding regarding the parrot’s
attachment to a favored person. The parrot will often, especially at the onset of sexual maturity,
bond with one person exclusively. The bird perceives its person as a true mate, and will often
attempt to preen, courtship-feed and copulate with the person who is so honored. The parrot will
begin to exercise all the prerogatives of a mated bird, including defending its “mate” against all
comers, often biting other family members to drive them away. The cage becomes a potential
nesting site, again causing the parrot to bite in attempts to defend this important territory from
“predators” and unwanted interference. It is not at all uncommon for the bird to bite its human



“mate” in an effort to drive her/him away from perceived “danger,” most usually another family
member the parrot sees as competition. This type of biting is called displacement biting, and
although not intended to express aggression to the favored one, can nevertheless be extremely
painful. In addition, these bites are often experienced by the human as being unexpected and
unprovoked. (When a parrot bites its mate in this fashion in the wild, all that happens is that it
gets a mouth full of feathers. The mate gets the point and moves away. When the bird bites its
human mate surrogate, a large portion of tender flesh is assaulted by a beak that may be fully
capable of cracking a Brazil nut in one crunch!)Although these potential drawbacks occur with
the parrot, which is genetically programmed to pair-bond with a mate, they may never manifest
themselves in the parrot/human bond. It depends on how consistently the bird has been
socialized and guided into behavior that is appropriate in the domestic setting from the time it
was a youngster. It also depends on the consistency with which the parrot’s human companion
has set and reinforced behavior guidelines relative to behavior that will not be tolerated (e.g.,
biting for any reason). This can be done so successfully that when the parrot reaches sexual
maturity, it will remain as loving and docile a pet as when it was a weanling. The mature parrot
will exhibit more adult characteristics than those appropriate to infancy and immaturity, just as
children do when they grow up. But as with adult children, the relationship with the adult parrot
can be just as close and loving.A good way to ensure that this is the case (in addition to
adhering to the guidelines on page 20) is to allow, perhaps even insist, that adult and adolescent
family members handle the parrot regularly. Cleaning and feeding chores should also be divided
in the same way. The parrot is then forced to relate to several family members as providers of
attention and food. It also accepts that the cage is not its sole property. It is helpful as well if the
parrot sees as wide a variety of people as possible, if this is at all possible. Most often, parrots
that remain outgoing and gentle are the ones that have had a great deal of contact with many
people. These birds are much less apt to bond strongly to just one person. Handling by only one
person tends to develop a personality that will be at greater risk of developing negative
behaviors sometimes associated with extreme bonding.PARROT PERSONALITY PROFILESAll
species have many personality attributes, which we customarily term positive or negative and
which are possessed because of their survival value. Such attributes are determined by
evolution, to equip them with the maximum ability to survive and pass their genes on to the next
generation. They have nothing to do with equipping the parrot to be the “ideal” companion. It is
therefore necessary to understand that any personality trait is neither bad nor good; it merely is.
The prospective owner must decide for himself what constellation of traits he is willing to tolerate
and work with. For example, if you do not like noise, are intimidated by a large beak and live in a
small home or apartment, no matter how beautiful and appealing a macaw is, it is not the bird for
you. You will enjoy your parrot friend much more if you select a smaller, quieter and gentler
bird.In our discussion of parrot personality characteristics, we will first address the pair-bonding
species, both common and uncommon. We will then discuss the nonpair-bonding species in the
same order. Less detail will be included for these birds, for many are primarily kept as aviary and



breeding specimens by avicultural specialists, rather than as family companions. However, some
of these birds can and do make good pets, especially for those who wish a bird that is very
undemanding of social interaction with its owners.In addition, it should be remembered that
each parrot is an individual. The traits discussed here are generalizations. The bird’s singular
personality is the most important factor to consider in deciding which will be a member of your
family.Last, we will discuss parrots that should never be kept as pets. These are the birds that
are endangered and should only be in the hands of serious, expert breeders. Some of these
parrots are kept as pets, and many make superb companions. However, we hope that the reader
will decide against such birds as potential companions. If you do own such a parrot, consider
placing it in a breeding program when it becomes sexually mature.PAIR-BONDING PARROTS:
COMMONAfrican Grey Parrot (Psittacus erithacus erithacus, subspecies timneh)These parrots
are highly desired as companions, not only for their outstanding ability to talk, but also because
of their incredible intelligence. There is a mystique, an aura about the African Grey that is difficult
to describe but is nonetheless undeniably present. For many, the Grey is the ultimate avian
companion, the ultimate parrot. Rosemary Low (1980) states that “there can never have been so
many cherished pets among parrots as Greys. The Duke of Bedford, in Parrots and Parrot-Like
Birds (1969), says of the Grey, “Once he has really given you his heart—and very often only one
person is so honoured—he is always gentle except under great provocation...”African Grey
Parrots tend to be very suspicious of new people, objects and environments. They are highly
strung, somewhat nervous birds, very sensitive to the emotional content of any situation. It is
rare for this parrot to talk in the presence of those it does not know. A frightened Grey will growl,
a sound like nothing else on earth. These parrots are also known for their predisposition to
feather picking, plucking and mutilation. Such behavior is often (although not always) initiated as
an expression of stress or boredom. A Grey that is neglected is a prime candidate for this
distressing habit, which, once begun, is very hard to correct, especially without professional
help.Although this parrot has the potential for becoming the best possible psittacine companion,
no one should even consider one of these grand birds unless willing to make the commitment to
provide the high degree of emotional care they need and deserve.The African Grey needs much
more dietary calcium than most other parrots, and every effort must be made to meet this need.
Otherwise, the bird may eventually develop hypocalcemic syndrome, suffering convulsions and
eventually dying, unless immediate veterinary care is sought.Ebook Library Parrots (Ebook
Librarya)There are many species in this group, some commonly kept as pets and some so rare
that to breed them, one must have a permit from the federal government. As a group, Ebook
Library parrots are bundles of contradictions. Some are comical and entertaining, others aloof
and sedate. They may be very social, or prone to moodiness. They can be very curious about
their people and environment, or largely uninterested. Some are beautiful, and others rather
plain. They can be very predictable, but also very unpredictable. They can be very gentle, or very
rough; very adaptable, or very inflexible. All of these traits can be exhibited not only from species
to species, but also within the same bird throughout the day! Ebook Library parrots are very



special. Most of this group are very noisy, and many are wonderful talkers. They have powerful
beaks and many do not hesitate to use them for purposes of resculpting furniture or flesh if the
notion takes them. Ebook Librarys are not for everyone.Most Ebook Librarys are very intelligent,
and with proper handling can make delightful companions. However, they are strong willed and
stubborn, liking nothing better than to be the dominant member of any relationship. This can
cause serious problems for the person who does not understand how to deal with it.One
characteristic of many of this group is the potential for serious aggression upon reaching sexual
maturity. The authors cannot overemphasize that the person who acquires an Ebook Library
must be fully aware of this possibility and raise the bird in such a way that it does not become a
problem in later years. It is a heartbreaking experience to have a dear pet “turn on you.” Both of
the authors have in their breeding programs Ebook Library parrots that were given up by their
owners because the parrots attacked their faces, requiring trips to the local hospital for
suturing.In spite of all the above, Ebook Library parrots can be tremendously satisfying
companions if given proper guidance and socialization.As previously stated, it all depends on
the amount of care and commitment you are willing to devote to these birds, and your
willingness to accept all the traits that make an Ebook Library what it is.Three of this group, the
Yellow-Naped Ebook Library (Ebook Librarya ochrocephala auropalliata), the Yellow-Fronted
Ebook Library (A. ochrocephala ochrocephala) and the Double-Yellow-Headed Ebook Library
(A. ochrocephala tresmariae) are among the best talkers in the parrot world. Although they may
remain sweet and docile all their lives, they have an especially marked potential for aggression if
not handled wisely from their youth. The Yellow-Naped Ebook Library seems to be particularly
prone to this behavior.The Blue-Fronted Ebook Library (A. aestiva aestiva) is an extremely
popular parrot. Its attractive plumage, outstanding talking ability and clownlike personality are all
pluses. Although it can be aggressive, it tends to be more sedate upon maturity, especially if its
humans have taken care to socialize it properly.Ebook Library parrots such as the Mexican Red-
Headed (or as it is otherwise known, the Green-Cheeked Ebook Library) (A. veridiginalis) is a
quiet, docile bird, and is much less aggressive and strong willed than other Ebook Librarys
discussed thus far. Many of these delightful parrots are kept as companions. However, their
numbers have drastically declined in their range country, and they are endangered. Some
aviculturists are now giving their attention to captive breeding of this species. The authors would
not go so far as to say that this parrot should not be kept as a companion. However, the
responsible course would be to place the bird in a breeding situation at maturity, so that its
numbers do not decline in captivity as well as in its native habitat.Another Ebook Library parrot
that is an outstanding companion is the Mealy (A. farinosa farinosa), or its subspecies, the Plain-
Colored Ebook Library (A. farinosa inornata). There are simply no words to describe the
splendid companion characteristics of this bird. A very large parrot, sometimes measuring
almost twenty inches in length, it is nevertheless one of the sweetest, most gentle of all Ebook
Librarys. Very steady, it rarely resorts to nipping. At maturity, it usually becomes sweeter, and
serious sexual aggression does not seem to be a part of its nature. Some of these birds talk and



sing exceptionally well; others are only moderate talkers. But for sheer delight as an intelligent,
devoted friend, they are hard to beat.
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Lori H., “Quality of the book. The book was in great condition as described.  Highly recommend.”

nwhite, “Good book if your looking to get a parrot. If you adopt a parrot rescue one or buy one
this book has lots of good information. I would recommend reading this and learning as much as
you can before getting a parrot.”

Christopher R. Neuhauser, “Amazing Book - A little outdated though. I've had multiple parrots in
my lifetime, and though some of the information is outdated; including ethology, diet etc. For the
most part it gives great insight into how parrots think, and how to properly handle them. The
amount of detail given about parrot ethology is astounding to say the least, with correlations
relating specifically to human behavior. It's amazing just how similar we are from birth through
adulthood. Though I do disagree with a few of the "training" perspectives, since I'm fully
"permission based" I do think there's enough great information in this book to provide additional
insight into training and raising parrots.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Mostly Intelectual - Little practical knowledge. Very interesting, however
I'm on page 80 and still have not gotten much that is applicable to my Goffin's Cockatoo.”

J Murphy, “A Must Read Before Before becoming a Parrot Parent!. Interesting and informative
book. I have had an Amazon Grey for 38 years and still found the facts and behavior
descriptions  ad facts interesting.  It is a "must Read" for anyone interested in getting a parrot”

windbeneaththeirwings, “Title says it all. This book tells it like it is sharing your life with a parrot.
My 23 year old handicapped Sun Conure is most definitely my friend. There are definitely issues
with sharing your life with a non domestfriend friend but their intelligence, their interaction and
their affection more than outweighs the issues. .Having worked in parrot rescue and for a well-
known avian vet, I can confirm sharing your life with a parrot friend far outweighs the issues as
long as you have patience and  love. The  title of this book says it all.”

WiseWoman, “This book will save your relationship with your parrot. I bought this book prior to
adopting a rescued cockatoo. I firmly believe that if I faithfully apply the authors' theories, I can
restore this bird's happiness and well being. Some of the digressions in this book may not be
necessary, but on the whole the authors present a level-headed, common-sense approach to
understanding avian behavior. Similar to raising a balanced child into adulthood, parrots need
structure, intellectual challenges, affection, limits, discipline that transcends punishment, and
acceptance of their individuality.Update: I still have my cockatoo and the advice in this book
definitely applies. Too many abandoned birds out there-rescue!”



Llinda, “it was advertised in excellent condition and it is. I bought this book used, it was
advertised in excellent condition and it is. It looks brand new, thank you.”

Billy, “Recommended to me. I haven’t read this yet but was recommended by not only my avian
vet but a forum I speak to as well. It’s seems well presented and well written from what I can see.
I look forward to getting time to read it”

Steve Lane, “Don’t buy a parrot without understanding what you are letting yourself in for!. A
great book for pet parrot keepers”

The book by Alejandro Junger has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 126 people have provided feedback.
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